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This report is the third of its kind. 
1  It describes the main lines of action followed in 
the use of resources available in the 1995 financialifear under the European initiative for 
democracy and the protection of  human rights (Ch.ter B7-52 of  the Community budget). 
The  purpose  of this  initiative  is  to  achieve  the 1J'reaty  objectives  of developing  and 
consolidating  democracy  and  the  rule  of law  and  ,respect  for  human  rights  and 
fundamental  freedoms.
2  Launched  in  1994  at  Parliament's  request,  the  initiative  is 
designed to  ensure consistent and effective  actio~in this area by  gathering together all 
the  budget  resources  explicitly  earmarked  for  the  promotion  of human  rights  and 
democratic principles. 
Other resources taken from the appropriation• for fmancial  and technical assistance 
and  from  other  cooperation  instruments  also  InJke  a  significant  contribution  to  the 
objective of human rights and democracy.  It is not possible to cover all these resources 
in this report, which will confine itself to some of the most significant examples. 
This report has been drawn up  by  the  perm~nt  inter-departmental Human Rights 
Coordination Group and bears the stamp of their work to identify a common approach in 
terms of guidelines and criteria for examining anclselecting projects.
3  This joint effort 
resulted  in  a  draft  communication  entitled  "The  European  Union  and  the  external 
dimension of human rights policy:  from  Rome t• Maastricht and  beyond"  which  was 
adopted by  the  Commission on  22  November 19f5.  This reference document takes a 
closer look at the instruments and objectives of C-ommunity  action in  that area, taking 
account of recent developments in international. rilations, the  emergence of new issues 
and the importance of target groups in the democratic development of societies. 
The structure of this report has been altered ill order to show how funding has been 
used first from a thematic and then a geographical Ingle.  The information provided here 
supplements other reports covering the same subject matter, such as the annual  reports 
on the implementation of the resolution  on~hwn&ll rights, democracy  and development 
adopted  by  the  Council  and  the  Member  State• meeting  within  the  Council  on  28 
November 1991  and the specific reports on each iudget heading. 
Report on the use of financial resources in the promotion and protection of human rights 
and d e m o c r a t i c  p r i n c i p I e s  ( f o r  th e  y e a r s  1 9 9 2 - 1 9 9 3 ) 
Doc.  FRJCM/242/242847.GH, PE 207.805 of 26.1.93. Report on the implementation of 
measures intended to promote observance of hum• rights and democratic principles for 
1994 - COM(95)191  final  of 12.7.95. 
Fifth subparagraph of Article 1.1(2) on the common foreign and security policy; Article 
130u(2) of  the Treaty on European Union on Comnmnity development cooperation policy; 
Articles F(1) and (2) of the Common provisions. Articles 8 and 8e on citizenship of the 
Union. 
See Annex 2 for the Group's remit. 
4 A.  PRIORD'Y LINES OF ACOON IN 'DIE USE OF FINANOAL RESOURCES 
4 
Introduction 
European Union action to defend and promote respect for human rights is taken in 
accordance with  the United Nations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights  supplemented  by  the two  international  pacts  on  civil  and  political  rights  and 
economic, social  and cultural rights.  It is  also based on the requirements of the main 
international and regional instruments for the protection of human rights.  The prioriti~s 
espoused  by  the  international  community  in  the  final  declaration  and  the  action 
programme of the World Conference on Human Rights (Vienna, June 1993) created a 
framework for action that is one of  the European Union's main points of  reference.  Other 
world conferences on specific subjects or population groups, of which there has been a 
considerable increase in  recent years, have provided a forum for in-depth analysis and 
definition of operational objectives. 
4 
The European Commission thus follows general guidelines which advocate a positive 
and integrated approach, with the emphasis on the network of  interactions linking human 
rights,  democracy  and  development.  This  approach· involves  both  specific  budget 
headings,  grouped together for the first  time  in  1994  at Parliament's  instigation in  a 
separate  chapter  (B7-52),  and  resources  for  development  cooperation  and  technical 
assistance,  plus budget headings not included under Chapter B7-52  and covering  the 
defence of human rights.  In addition there is the funding for joint actions decided in the 
framework of the common foreign and security policy (Subsection B8) a large part of 
which has been allocated to  support for  democratic transition.  Against this backdrop, 
.approaches  and  priorities  for  action  are  determined  by  the  needs  and  specific 
characteristics of the countries concerned. 
The main  partners of Community  action  are  the  cou11tries  themselves,  which  are 
directly responsible for building democracy and upholding human rights.  It is therefore 
vital to maintain and step up dialogue with public authorities and national institutions in 
order  to  identify  common  priorities  and  on  this  basis  draw  up  practical  action 
programmes.  This is equally necessary in  the special partnership which the European 
Community  enjoys  with  the  different components  of civil  society,  in  particular non-
governmental organizations, whose contribution  to  the constrUction,  consolidation and 
defence of the rule of law is of primary importance.  In recent years, this partnership has 
extended to new fields of action such as defence of the rights of vulnerable groups, the 
promotion of democratic freedoms and support for democratic processes. 
The development of international relations, the emergence of new thematic areas and 
the increasing importance attached to preventive action in defence of human rights and 
democratic principles has led the European Commission to  examine in more detail the 
instruments and aims of its activities. In 1995 this gave rise to specific initiatives, above 
all  inclusion  of human  rights  clauses  in  agreements,  which  was  the  subject  of a 
Commission communication approved by  the Council.  This enshrines achievements in 
In 1995: Copenhagen World Summit for Social Development (March 1995); Beijing IVth 
World Conference on Women (September 1995). 
5 the field and strengthens the legal force of the agrecnents' provisions on human rights 
and  democratic  principles  to  be  inserted  in  all  new  draft  negotiating  directives  for 
agreements  with  third  countries.  The  adoption  in _November  of the  same  year of a 
communication on "The European Union and the el(ltemal  dimension of human rights 
policy:  from Rome to Maastricht and beyond",  miJked the first of a series of actions 
launched by  the Commission in response to Mr s.ater's commitment to  make human 
rights a priority. This was the first comprehensive statement by the Commission on the 
implications of  an issue which the Maastricht Treaty places among the general objectives 
of the common foreign and security policy and of Cemmunity development cooperation 
policy. On the basis of the acquis, this reference docaunent establishes guidelines for the 
future  and indicates how to  reach practical  solutioiS which strengthen the coherence, 
impact and visibility of Community action and give -a distinctive Community identity to 
the human rights issue.  · 
The structure of this report has been  altered te reflect better this  requirement of 
overall coherence.  It deals first with themes and thin with geographical areas in order 
to demonstrate the common guidelines followed in thti use of  fmancial resources in favour 
of human rights and democratization. With this  pre~entation any  obstacles .encountered 
can be described and possible solutions put forward. 
I.  THEMATIC APPROACH 
The information given below describes the approach followed in the use of  the budget 
headings of  Chapter B7-52 and also some significant~amples  of  operations funded from 
other financial  resources which have an  impact on the human rights objective. Having 
said this,  it should be stressed that the  role of Chwter B7-52 is that of a catalyst,  it 
·focuses on support for initiatives of  an innovative antl;incentive nature, the thinking being 
that if the results are satisfactory, the initiatives co1ld be expanded subsequently using 
other financial instruments. It is in this light that theinformation given below should be 
read. 
1.1  ~upJK!rt for Che democratic transition process, incl•na  .a.e boldina of fJM and replar 
elections 
Support for the  democratic transition  process is  a  new theme within  the general 
framework of cooperation action to strengthen the rile of law and democratic freedoms. 
The development of this type of  operation springs fmm a growing awareness among the 
international  community  of the  need  to  intervene  at  the  earliest  possible  stage  with 
measures to accompany and encourage the whole a.nsition process. 
A  key  element of this  approach  is  electoral  •istance which  helps  to  boost the 
electorate's  confidence,  and  has  a  strong  political impact  and  a  higher  profile than 
traditional initiatives.  Between 1990 and 1995, the Cfmmunity/European Union provided 
some 44 countries with mainly technical assistance tlrough  specialized bodies.  A whole 
series  of projects  for  the  pre-electoral  and  post-aectoral  phases  was  developed  and 
improved over a few years with the aim of  creating a climate favourable to the transition 
to democracy and its consolidation after elections. ~h  projects include specific support 
for the independence of the judiciary, the emergen'*of a civil society,  the participation 
of women in elections (as candidates and as infornsed voters).  media awareness, civic 
6 education and the formation of parliamentary structures. 
Because of the political dimension to this type of operation, three of the first joint 
actions  decided  by  the European Union under the new foreign  and  common security 
policy concerned electoral  assistance:  to  Russia (December 1993);  South Africa (May 
1994) and support for the Middle East peace process (April 1994). These operations gave 
the European Union's electoral assistance its own distinctive identity. 
In  1995,  this  type  of operation  remained  one of the  key  elements  of external 
cooperation policy in favour of human rights and democratic principles.  Chapter B7-52 
contriouted  almost  ECU  5.2  million  to  financing  activities  connected  either  with 
organizing elections as such or instilling the democratic values which are at the root of 
the electoral process. Financial and technical assistance and cooperation appropriations 
plus other instruments were also  used  to  finance  measures to  support the democratic 
transition process.  For example, financial instruments of the Lome Convention provided 
considerable  amounts of funding  for  material  and technical  assistance  relating to the 
preparation  and organization of elections.  For the 1995  financial  year,  six countries 
(Kenya,  Benin, Uganda, Sierra Leone, Chad and Haiti) received assistance of this type 
totalling ECU 4.34 million under their respective national indicative programmes. 
This type of support mainly concerns the countries party to  the Lome Convention 
(Africa,  Caribbean  and  Pacific)  and  the  Central  and  South  American  countries.  The 
organization of local,  parliamentary  (June  1995)  and presidential elections (December 
1995) in Haiti received the largest financial contribution from the Chapter.  Some of the 
projects supported with electoral assistance funds involved financing preliminazy measures 
to meet specific material or technical needs connected with the preparation. organization 
or supervision of elections.  Examples of suc!l  measures include. the constitution of a 
central computerized electoral register for the Palestinian Council elections; and in Ghana, 
the printing of posters and  a manual  for  polling station  officials and provision of an 
electric generator for the headquarters of the electoral commission. 
Where necessary,  for  example in Haiti,  ~upplies of basic equipment and  electoral 
material can be sent out with technical assistance personnel who are responsible for the 
implementation and monitoring of elections or for evaluation missions at an early stage 
of the electoral process. Thus a team of experts was sent to Zaire to help the national 
electoral commission begin work and to coordinate initiatives for financing the elections  . 
.  The  importance of the  role  of the  media during  the  electoral  process  prompted 
operations to promote and strengthen ~e  media in 1995.  Impending municipal elections 
in  Mozambique  led  to  Community  support  for  a  project  to  reinforce  the  media  at 
provincial level.  As part of an awareness-raising programme on democratic participation 
in  Cape  Verde,  support  was  granted  for  radio  broadcasts  on  the  specific  subject  of 
democracy. The media also deserve close attention because of their often decisive impact 
on the outcome of elections. During the Palestinian elections, there was a special project 
to monitor the media in order to measure their level of independence, the quality of their 
election coverage and the fairness of access granted to the parties involved.  A similar 
project financed under the Phare democracy programme with an eye to parliamentary and 
presidential elections in Romania consisted of studies (legal and political analysis of the 
situation of the media) and monitoring activities (qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
7 the media's involvement  in the election campaign).J'be support granted to a specialized 
institute under the Tacis democracy programme wasj.sed to monitor the media in Belarus 
(parliamentary  elections),  Armenia  (parliamentarji elections  and  referendum  on  the 
constitution), Georgia (parliamentary and presidentiatialections), Azerbaijan (parliamentary 
elections and referendum on the new constitution) fftd Russia (parliamentary elections). 
Many  operations  in  1995  were  designed  to lnepare  the  political  structwes  for 
fortbcoming elections.  In Panama, aid was given foinodemizing the political parties and 
instilling the values and procedures integral to the clmocratic process.  Support was also 
given to measures to consolidate successful transitijn.  This was particularly the case in 
Latin America where there were projects to encotUise participation and the exercise of 
political rights in order to combat  a growing lack o'interest on the part of  young people 
in the exerci.se of citizenship constituted by an eletion. In Chile, support was given to 
an operation to encourage young people to put their iames on the electoral roll. In Russia, 
efforts to . consolidate  successful  transition  were· flrticularly significant.  The support 
provided for observation of  the December 1995 pardjunentary elections led to the setting-
up  of a European Union Electoral Unit (UEUE).  ~This is an  advisory  body primarily 
responsible for helping the Member States' observjfs to carry out the tasks assigned to 
them  by  providing  the  necessary  expertise  and  ilformation,  training  observers  and 
helping to coordinate their deployment.  -
Exercising the right to  vote is an  endorsemenl of peace and a contribution to the 
democratization process. The election of the Palestilian Council was an integral part of 
the Middle East peace process and it was on this bjis that the Council approved a joint 
operation in April 1994 committing the European tlion to a coordinated aid programme 
for  the  preparation and  monitoring of the Palestiian elections.  Community  technical 
assistance  from  cooperation  funding  - some ECQ: 7.6  million  - was  used to  finance 
preparations for  the elections,  such  as  drafting d  electoral  law,  establishing polling 
lr' 
stations  at  national  and  local  level,  setting-up la  Press  Office,  deciding  electoral 
boundaries, organizing a civic education campaign, tmning electoral agents and supplying 
electoral supplies (ballot papers etc).  In Septembed!199S the European Union was asked 
~  tak.e  part in and coordinate international observjion of the Palestinian elections.  In 
·close cooperation with the Member States it decid41d to deploy a team of 300 observers 
and create a European Electoral Unit to coordinat~!the international observers. 
In view of the Community/European Union's IP'owing role in election monitoring 
activities, two pilot schemes were supported with tlf  aim of studyin11 in &JBter detail the 
various aspects of preparing and organizing such .,perations, in particular the need to 
standardize procedures for selecting, training and +ploying observers. 
1.2  Promoting and strengehening Che  rule of law 
Establishing or consolidating the rule  of law  ~s a gradual  process which  requires 
far-reaching  legislative and political  reforms  to  elsure the supremacy  of the law, the 
judiciary's independence, the transparency of  decisiill-making processes and the adoption 
of  a legal order offering adequate legal guarantees .fir the respect of citizens' rights. Since 
the beginning of the decade many countries have s$ted this process; several of  them are 
now at a decisive period in  their development, wlich explains why almost 20% of the 
appropriations committed under the European initiajve for the promotion of  human rights 
8 and democracy in  ~ 995 was allocated to measures to support and encourage the ongoing 
reform process. 
1.2.1  - Support for parliamentary activities 
A key factor in the success of any democratic transition is support for parliamentary 
institutions  and  practices  and  stimulation  of legislative  capacity.  The  wide  range  of 
parliamentary traditions in the Member States is a considerable asset for the transfer of-
experience, know-how and information - one of the essential components of cooperation 
in this field.  The schemes given support vary depending on the level of democratization 
and,  above  all,  on  whether  there  had  previously  been  a  parliamentary  tradition.  In 
fledgling  democracies,  which  are still  fragile,  the  focus  is  on providing  members of 
Parliament and their staff with basic training in the various aspects of the role of the 
legislature (Mozambique) and on supplying the basic materials and equipment needed to 
run a parliament (Burkina Faso, Comoros). Other operations are designed to consolidate 
parliamentary structures by developing, for instance, exc~ange  and cooperation networks. 
An example of this type of scheme is a training programme for Ukrainian members of 
parliament  which  was  started  up  in  December  1995  with  support  from  the  Tacis 
democracy programme and which also provides for cooperation links with the parliaments 
of Germany, France and the United Kingdom and also the European Parliament. 
Another important aspect involves support for modernization of  the system of  political 
parties (Panama,  Latin American region)  - whilst remaining politically neutral.  Other 
schemes are designed to help develop legislative strategies geared to issues specific to the 
country or region concerned.  Hence support was given tc a series of seminars in Eastern 
Europe dealing with the issues of decentralization and of  ethnic diversity and cross-border 
areas. The need to look to the future of  these democracies has resulted in projects targeted 
at training for the new generations of the political class.  For example, a project has been 
supported  in  Romania  which  offers  training  modules  on  the  electoral  process, 
management of political parties and government structures. 
1.2.2 - Strengthening the legal system and its independence 
Increasing use is being made of the Community budget to support the reinforcement 
or rebuilding of legal  syste~s. In crisis situations it is used to meet fundamental needs 
for justice but also in a long-term perspective to strengthen the judicial authority in  its 
role as the guardian of democratic freedoms. 
Severe shortcomings of a  legal  system  are  signalled  by  alarming  levels of prison 
overpopulation  and  inhuman  conditions of detention.  The gravity  of the  situation  in 
Rwanda - where  the need for justice is  an  essential  part of restoring  confidence  and 
consolidating civil peace - led the international comrr  .nity to set up the International 
War Crimes Tribunal for Rwanda in October 1994.  To  .mpplement technical assistance 
measures,  the  European  initiative  for  the  promotion of human  rights  and  democracy 
provided support for efforts to  re-establish the Rwandan  legal system.  A two-pronged 
programme was  set  up,  one part of which  consists of a  legal  aid  fund  to  pay  for  a 
permanent legal team to represent 600 families of victims and survivors, while the other 
provides a series of training and refresher seminars for lawyers and magistrates.  Another 
project provides basic training for legal personnel (primarily judges and prosecutors) and 
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covers the purchase of administrative.equipment folcourts of first instance. In addition, 
support was given to organizing the first ~sion  of the School of international 
criminal law and human rights in Arusha (T  .  ),  which brought topther 30 legal 
experts, lawyers and law students from Europe (It  and Africa (20).  The aim was to 
familiarize  them  generally  with  the  legal  provisi4ls and  machinery  of human  rights 
protection and specifically with the operation of tit' International War Crimes Tribunal 
for Rwanda.  Since the situation in Rwandan prismj in itself constitutes' a humanitarian 
crisis,  humanitarian  assistance  funding  has  also!! been  used  for  measures  to  help 
re-establish the legal system in Rwanda: drawing uD!committal papers for the inmates of 
four prisons to stop false arrests/detention; prison vifts and basic health care for inmates. 
Projects have been carried out in  other countjts with  major shortcomings  in the 
judicial  and legal  51'here.  For example, part of a jrogramme of the  Guinean Human 
Rights  League  concerning  improvements  in  pri$s  was  entirely  fmanced  by  the 
Community  budget.  In Haiti  the  conclusions  of •  evaluation  mission  resulted  in  a 
programme to supply amenities and eqUipment and llso a legal aid scheme for prisoners 
and a technical expertise mission to train legal cler •.  In Palestine, support was given to 
a  legal  assistance  project  under  which  persons  hjld in  solitary  confinement  can  be 
monitored and not only legal but also administratiie and social advice provided as the 
situation develops (finding their whereabouts, re~g  families, questions of residence, 
entry and exit permits for the Territories, improveuMmt of detention conditions etc).  At 
the same time a scheme was set up to prepare appeal$ for Palestinians from the Occupied 
Territories  who  were  tortured  following  their  ~. In Brazil,  there  is  a  legal  aid 
programme for land dispute cases, the source of nJp1erous human rights violations.  It 
also includes a training component for trade  union~ 
Efforts  to  ensure  that  the  per.petrators  of sef>us  humanitarian  or human  rights 
violations  do  not  go  unpunished  is  vital  to  the  ~bility of legal  systems  and  the 
. restoration of confidence and civil peace.  Such a cimponent is often found in projects 
supported in Latin America and the Caribbean - for Cample a  legal assistance programme 
in Haiti which gives support to the National Truth aid Justice Commission. The political 
and social violence suffered particularly by ch_ildretiiand prisoners has prompted support 
for projects to  strengthen the rights of defence in leneral (Ecuador) and the rights of 
minors in particular (Peru),  and support for speci$ measures such as  "Human Rights 
Ombudsmen" (Guatemala, Salvador) or "Justices ofte  Peace" (Peru).  It has also resulted 
in more discussion and information campaigns on tJise topics and moves to promote the 
fundamental  principles  of criminal  justice as  parliof the  reforms  under  way  (Chile, 
Uruguay). 
The question of the death oenalty - in  which tbt European Parliament is very much 
involved  - gave  rise  to  an  initiative backed  by  t$e  Community  to  abolish  the  death 
penalty in Islamic countries receiving Community id.  Similarly there is a programme 
of internships whereby students, academics and pracjitioners can work alongside lawyers 
in the United States and the Caribbean engaged on climinal cases where the death penalty 
has  been  passed.  Another  project,  which  also  ~ncerns the  Caribbean,  involves 
investigation  work  on  the  cases of 70 people undir sentence of death  with  a view to 
lodging appeals at national and international level.  ~-
Strengthening  the  machinery  of law  is  a  pr.rity  m  many  countries  which  are 
10 modernizing their legal apparatus and system and improving training for their legal and 
prison staff.  Under Chapter B7-52 it is possible to support research and analysis projects 
designed  to  encourage  the  process  of adjusting  legal  structures  to  comply  with  the 
principles  of the  rule  of law.  This  mainly  involves  tackling ,  the  question  of prison 
overpopulation, the process of  adjusting_the criminal justice systems (in particular reform 
of criminal proceedings) and strengthening public defence services.  For example,  in 
Ecuador support has been given to the drafting of  a technical and legal programme in the 
criminal sector and to a regional scientific analysis of  prison overcrowding for adults and 
minors. 
Substantial contributions can be made from the Community budget to initiatives-of 
· an institutional nature based on original legal traditions particularly in Latin America. The 
support provided goes to information, assistance and training infraStructure such as the 
Human  Rights  Ombudsman's  Office  in  Guatemala,  the  "Defensorla  del  Pueblo"  in 
Colombia,  the  "Instituci6n  del  Defensor  del  Pueblo"  in  Panama or the  "Oficina  del 
Conciliador" in Guatemala. Other operations involve strengthening Ministries either via 
technical assistance (Honduras) or more specifically via support for training activities 
(Guatemala). At the same time, emphasis is given to the regional approach which allows 
for joint exchange and training sessions and the consolidation of  national and regional 
networks and also  gives these institutions a higher profile.  A large-scale programme 
adopts the same approach in Central America.  It covers complementary areas such as 
legal  aid,  human  rights  education  and  the  dissemination  of information  about  the 
protection of fundamental  rights.  The programme also follows cases brought before the 
Inter-American Court of  Human Rights.  Under a project straddling 11 Central American 
countries, a series of seminars for judges, prosecutors and lawyers has been organized 
with the aim not only of encouraging the exchange of information but also reducing the 
number of training programmes organized at individual country level.  This programme 
has  also  brought  about  improvements  in  the  way  the  law  libraries  of the  different 
countries  are  run.  In  Peru  the  Community  budget  provides  support  for  a  training 
programme for  168 justices of the peace. 
Some projects combine research with training and information campaigns directed 
either at magistrates,  laWyers,  justice officials or at the  man  in  the street.  Innovatory 
approaches have been taken in the training field,  such  as a project carried out by  the 
Izmir Bar in Turkey  which combines theoretical teaching with practical experience in 
poor neighbourhoods of the city. Other projects, which come under the heading of legal 
cooperation in the strict sense, include study trips in which comparative practical studies 
can be made, the aim being to heighten awareness of the concept of independence of the 
legal professions (Russia, Albania). 
Within the Community itself support has been granted to some novel initiatives, such 
as  a  scheme  to  set  up  a  network  of bilingual  lawyers  who  can  act  as  the  legal 
representatives of European Union citizens in  a country of the Union other than their 
own. 
1.2.3  - Legal assistance aimed at protecting civil and political freedoms 
The protection of  civil and political freedoms calls for specific measures to make the 
legislative  system  conform  to  the  principles of democracy  and  the  rule  of law.  This 
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essentially involves providing the expertise and tefmical assistance needed to accomplish 
the reforms essential to democratization  .. It is stll a relatively underdeveloped field of 
cooperation, although it is a constituent part of +Y  projects. 
Under the Phare democracy programme, teclujcal assisqmce is being provided for the 
revision of the  crimiJ:1,al  code and criminal  pr~ure  in Ukraine.  This scheme also 
includes a training course given by European exptts with the aim of  training instructors 
to teach the new codes.  In a particularly ambitiajs project in Eritrea to aid the drafting 
of a constitution, the approach consisted primarirS:~  stimulating a wide-ranging debate 
and encouraging experience-sharing in order to  - a national consensus on the content 
of the constitution. In Malawi, an operation wp ~ed  out with the aim of submitting 
proposals  for  the  revision  of all  legal  provisijls  which  infringe  the  constitutional 
guarantees IJlld international conventions subscribld to as regards freedom of expression. 
•  :i-• 
1.2.4 - Support for govemment bodies for the de,l,nce and promotion of  human rights · 
•  ,I 
Within  the  framework  of its  international ibligations,  the  state  bears  the  main 
responsibility for the respect and  promotion of lunan rights. This role is not confined 
to .  the drafting of legislation and application of  jbe rule of law,  it also  includes more 
specific  measures  regarding  prevention,  pro~tion  and  education.  This  involves 
supporting institutional assistance for the exercij of the rights of defence or backing 
efforts to spread understanding of and promote ~an  rights . 
~: 
In this context, substantial support was givenfc> the Inter-American Court of  Human 
Rights,  the·  sole judicial body  with  regional  j~diction in this  field,  to  enable  it to 
develop a system to publish its case law, increast its data base and improve the quality . 
of its  equipment.  The  Community  also  gave jlunding  for  the  first  intercontinental 
conference  bringing together  all  the  institutionfli for  the protection  and promotion of 
human rights of three continents (Africa, America and Europe). 
-i 
1.2.5 - Transparency of  public administration  ~ 
Transparency and responsibility are comersto.  of  democratic life. They call for both 
transparent  public  management  and  administra*n and  participation  by the  ordinary 
citizen in the decision-making process at local  l~el. 
Many projects - particularly under the Phare re.d Tacis democracy programmes - help 
to  promote  locally  autonomous  democrati~  systems  by  means  of  training, 
experience-sharing, setting-up of databases and irformation networks as well as detailed 
analysis of the  practices of local  democracy.  ftriority  is  given  to  operations  which 
combine measures to enhance .the synergy betwe. civil society and the public sector on 
common objectives. One of  the projects supporte4i is based on a cross-border partnership 
between Poland and Ukraine.  It incorporates ac~ties aimed at the strengthening of the 
local  authorities on both sides in the framework#>£ cooperation between two countries 
benefiting  from  European  Union  assistance.  Bjed on  experiences  in  Germany  and 
Portugal, another scheme aims to familiarize thellocal political leaders who took office 
following the first free local elections in Bulgarif  and Slovakia with the various aspects 
of democratic practice.  On similar lines,  Comrjmity support was given to  a training 
programme for local councillors throughout Tan.tjania. 
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~. The Community budget has contributed to  initiatives centred on the reform of the 
state and its administration. Under the Tacis democracy programme, a joint programme 
with the Council of Europe is designed to  improve the operation of key sectors of the 
public administration in Uktaine. The programme covers areas such as the reform of the 
legal system,  the  improvement of the  system for  applying  laws,  the training of local 
officials and direct assistance to the Ministry of Justice. 
A regional seminar in South Africa on the topic of  corruption, democracy and human 
rights in southern Africa stands out among the awareness-raising campaigns supported. 
Its prime purpose was to  increase the awareness of political leaders and civil society of 
the importance of the fight against corruption. 
1.3  The promotion of a plundist civil society 
The democratization process depends on  the  development of a democratic  culture 
based on pluralism, tolerance and citizen participation. Chapter B7-52 gives ample scope 
to  projects  aimed  at  diversifying  and  consolidating  the  "social  fabric"  typical  of 
democracy by  encouraging the exercise of democratic; 'freedoms, the participation of the 
people and the constitution of dynamic forms of solidarity. 
1.3.1  - Promoting the independence, pluralism and responsibility of  the media, supportfor 
the freedom of  expression and of  the press 
Freedom of expression is as much the right to express an individual opinion as it is 
to  receive  information  and  ideas  and  have  the  freedom  to  communicate  them.  The 
increasing role of the media in shaping public opinion and promoting democratic values 
makes  the  media  a  prime  target  of oppressive  regimes.  As  a  result  journalists  are 
threatened and harassed and legal, economic or commercial obstacles hamper both media 
independence and the freedom to disseminate information. 
As part of the European initiative for the promotion of human rights, approximately 
ECU 7 million has been allocated to  85  projects devoted to  the defence and promotion 
of freedom of expression and in particular the right to free and independent information. 
(a)  economic and financial su,pport for the media in a su,rvival  context 
The aid provided, in the Republics of former Yugoslavia, which involved financial 
and economic support as  well  as  logistical  and technical back-up,  went a long way  to 
meeting the media's urgent needs. The stakes were high as it was a matter of preserving 
the only real remaining area of freedom in the region.  The extremely difficult situation 
facing the media was largely the result of the authorities putting all sorts of obstacles in 
the way of media distribution and broadcasting so that in many cases it came down to a 
question of survival. 
In  point of fact,  a  major  part·  of Community  aid  was  used  to  provide  the  basic 
equipment needed to continue activities as well as the vital funds to maintain the financial 
equilibrium of  the press and the independent electronic media. Thus the independent daily 
"Nasa  Borba",  a  figurehead  of the  freedom  of the  press  in  Belgrade,  set  up  at  the 
beginning of the year by journalists who  had resigned  from  the  "Borba"  when  it was 
13 taken over by  the authorities again, initially recei-.ct financial  support which was used 
for  supplies of 300 tonnes of paper to  produce lljdaily  edition of the newspaper.  On 
similar lines,  the Commission contributed to the lietting-up of a special  fund to  cover 
urgent and specific needs facing the media in the eegion. 
~: 
(b)  support for independent sources of info,tion 
The independence of the media is based on~  free  flow of information and free 
access to  sources of information.  Again in  formet:Yugoslavia, projects have provided 
support for press agencies  ~uch as BETA, the most!important independent press agency 
in Serbia, the new agency Montena Fax in Montqgro and the small but very effective 
agency,  Stina,  which  provides  information  to  tJte  independent  media  in  Croatia. 
Substantial support was also granted to  the  region~ offices in former Yugoslavia of an 
international agency which transmits information ~onically  from a central computer 
in  Paris.  Another  Community-funded project colcems the  creation  of an  electronic 
newspaper  connected  to  the  Internet  which  aimil  to  distribute  news  gathered  from 
independent  sources.  This  makes  it  possible  to  ~rcumvent the  obstacles  put  by  the 
authorities in the way of the press and  audiovis~media. 
(c) DeveiQpment of indeoendent media 
Community aid also seeks to help the media dejtelop by enabling them to acquire the 
technical means and the personnel capable of  increai'ng their readership or their audience 
(printing paper, printing equipment, computer equipj;lent. graphic composition equipment, 
satellite communication equipment, rental of  teleph.e lines, more powerful transmitters, 
press or distribution vehicles, distribution  expens~  journalists' wages, etc).  Under the 
Phare-democracy and Tacis-democracy programm. attention focused more specifically 
on  the  technical  and  legal  adjustments  required for  the  media to  work  in  a  market 
economy.  Accordingly,  training  activities  hav«: included  comparative  analysis  of 
legislation, know-how transfer and an introduction •  modem communication techniques. 
An original project undertaken in Russia and inten~  for media professionals combines 
a  period  of  technical  training  with  experienc~aring in  trade-union  negotiating 
proce_dures for the entertainment industry. 
Projects directly promoting pluralism also recejived priority; this refers in particular 
to  projects in former Yugoslavia aimed at recrui*g a cross-community  readership or 
audience, for example through broadcasts or print ljls in several languages (translations, 
subtitling,  opening  of new  channels  broadcastitg  in  the  languages  of  the  other 
communities, etc), wider broadcasting or distributi~ range or by taking differences into 
account in the scheduling of programmes. 
(d) Highlighting the role of the media in societY 
For similar reasons  projects highlighting the  ~le of the media in  society, and in 
particular  their  specific  responsibility  in  the  d.elopment  of  democracy,  received 
considerable support.  Preference was given to publcations which contributed to raising 
public awarenessof democratic values while deno~ng  their violations, even when these 
can be partly blamed on the media  In this respect, te  importance of  projects to curb the 
development of hate-fuelling media which,  under Jbe  cover of freedom of expression, 
propagate ethnic or religious hatred and extremist teldencies of  all sorts, must be stressed. 
14 In Burundi  a  project  rece1vmg  Community  support  provided,  among  other  things, 
emergency aid for independent media seeking to neutralize the impact of  media intent on 
spreading extremist messages and slogans.  In Belgrade the Media Centre attracted aid 
for carrying out a project on the responsibility  of the media in fomenting hate.  The 
Commission also helped fund independent journalists - expelled from the state-controlled 
media - to produce a televised documentary on the role of  official propaganda before and 
during the war.  · 
(e) Enhancing professionalism in the media 
The independence, pluralism and credibility of the media in the eyes of the public 
largely rest on the professionalism of those who bear responsibility for them.  Technical 
training and professional ethics have been the subject of  specific initiatives, viz: a training 
programme for journalists and engineers working for the independent television network 
Studio B of Belgrade carried out through UNESCO; a project for a seminar in Senegal 
to  study  the  conditions  for  reviving journalistic training  in  Africa;  a  2-year training 
programme  for  journalists  in  Ghana;  a  human-rights  training  and  awareness-raising 
programme for  media students  and  professionals  in  various Latin  American  regions. 
Numerous training programmes were also  carried out under the Phare-democracy and 
Tacis-democracy programmes (specifically in Albania, Czech Republic, Ukraine, Russia 
and Mongolia).  · 
The professional organizations of journalists make an essential  contribution to  the 
improvement of the category's social status and cohesiveness, and to the defence of its 
interests.  In southern Africa a major programme - "Media for democracy" - launched 
.  initiatives aimed at establishing or strengthening national  and  regional  associations of 
journalists which contribute to the general drive to improve professionalism in the media. 
In  view of the specific role of the  media in  the  electoral  process,  some training 
modules specifically focused on elections.  Thus, an unusual training initiative involved 
15 Portuguese-speaking African journalists "shadowing" Portuguese colleagues covering 
the elections in Portugal.  Another initiative _provided  training in electoral matters for 
journalists from Mongolia in preparation for the 1996 presidential elections. 
(f) Legal assistance and media monitoring 
It is essential that freedom of expression be guaranteed not only in the Constitution 
but . also  in  all  the  legislative  and  regulatory  texts  in  accordance  with  the  relevant 
international instruments.  A number of projects to study and draft legislation concerning 
the freedom of the press received support from the Community budget (in Burundi, Latin 
America, Central and Eastern Europe, Albania and Mongolia).  This in practice means 
support for the drafting of press codes,  codes of conduct and  instruments to  regulate 
broadcasting.  In addition, media monitoring activities carried out by warning networks 
or  initiatives  to  provide  specific  assistance  (in  Burundi  and  former  Yugoslavia  in 
particular) make it possible to  provide direct aid to the media and to national, regional 
and international organizations which champion freedom of expression.  Thus,  support 
was  granted  to  the  European  fund  for  freedom  of expression  which,  thanks  to  this 
contribution,  in  1995  published a second report on the progress  made on the road to 
democracy in  14 Central and Eastern European countries. 
15 (g) Promoting freedom of expression 
Freedom  of expression  concerns  each  citizenfi it does  not  begin  and  end  with 
independent  media.  Thus,  projects  receiving  Co+unity funding  have  ranged  from 
comparative analysis oflegislation concerning freedolt of  expression to original initiatives 
aimed at ensuring the protection of persecuted wrijrs through the est&Diishment of an 
international network  of asylum towns.  · 
1.3.2 - Human rights education and public af!areness 
Education and public awareness make it possibltiPot only to pass on information and· 
knowledge but also  .. to stimulate in each of us the .ility to create, act and participate. 
The multiplier effect which is inherent in education tpd training makes them particularly 
effective means in promoting human rights.  Accor~y,  many projects funded from the 
Community  budget have  an  educational  compone!f  Education is also  ..  regarded as  a 
means of  improving the social status of  the most vulterable sectors of  population, as well 
as being an effectiye instrument against racism and fenophobia.  In the first year of the 
UN-sponsored decade of human  rights education,  jlder Budget Chapter B7-S2 nearly 
ECU 10 million  went  to  initiatives  intended  to  ~mote democracy  in civil  society 
through education and training.  '. 
Firstly,  Community  aid  contributes to  the dufopment of teachina.  reseafcb  and 
education in tbe field of human riahts, in particulaJ.,by  supporting the development of 
appropriate teaching aids and the establishment of  ina,rmation networks on huinan rights. 
Thus,  for  instance,  a  centre  in  Moscow  which  dikes publications  on  human  rights 
available  with  a  view  to  disseminating  informatiil  among  NGOs  and  giving  them 
practical help, has obtained Community support.  tl  enable the notion of human rights 
to gain the widest possible recognition, support waui:i8ranted to an original Hong Kong-
based initiative for the development of  a multimedia fiomputer programme which includes 
~.data~ase  .d~scribing the  internation~ instru~ents 1  the pr~tection of  h~man  rights as 
well as trammg modules and educational games o  :  uman nghts.  Also m Hong Kong 
another project is contributing to the production of iaching material on human rights in 
Chinese.  In Central  America  support  was  provi. for  the  development of training 
methods  and  progr8mmes  for  human  rights  te4Fhers  working  for  human  rights 
organizations.  In Guatemala two training and publijj.awareness programmes, one  aimed 
at training local civic committees on various issues Jgd the other for the general public, 
received Community support.  In Africa too  the C.munity funded major information 
and  public-awareness  campaigns  and  teacher  trai$g seminars  (in  Burundi,  Guinea, 
Guinea-Bissau, Djibouti and Central African Repu ...  c) held locally or in Europe. 
1" 
In the interest of visibility, projects  ~lWl!!!Ul&..f.Ylml!l!..!!&llllLim!:lm!I.JIIIHI..BlUWlai 
s i  le  di  emination  of inform  i  n  n 
undertakings  have  received  Community  funding.  ~  project launched in  Central  and 
Eastern  Europe  aims  to  use  the  debate  on  Europ«l currently. pursued by  members of 
parliament,  academics,  NGO's  senior  personnel  lnd  representatives  of Community 
institutions, as  a catalyst in the development of der+,ocratic traditions in the region. 
16 Projects with an educational component, notably in Africa and Central America, have 
highlighted the interdependence between the concepts of  peace. human rights observance 
and  democratic  principles.  ·Two  public-awareness  programmes  in  Somalia  and 
El Salvador,  the  production  and  distribution  of video  cassettes  fostering  peace  and 
reconciliation in Rwanda and Burundi and an original initiative in the West Bank and the 
Gaza Strip to  promote peaceful coexistence through training activities are all  examples 
of such projects.  Again on the topic of peace, the Commission lent its' support to the 
organization of training courses for teachers. instructors and NGO personnel. 
Community funds go to measures intended to promote a more democratic society at 
local  leyel  and  develop  forms  of local  democracy.  Under  the  Phare-democracy 
programme,  these  themes  are  included  in  wider-ranging  programmes  in  the  form  of 
modules devoted in particular to the links between local democracy and business - both 
management and labour- (Czech Republic) and bringing together local leaders and senior 
p~rsonnel from local NGOs or associations (Poland) in discussion or training workshops. 
In Bosnia-Herzegovina a project highlights the overlap between local democracy issues 
and the existence of a multicultural society: it provides training and information activities 
to  promote  the  development  of democratic  practices  at  municipal  level  {Tuzla).  A 
different approach underpins a project carried out in El Salvador, the objective of which 
is  to  improve  the  effectiveness  of the  representatives  of sectors  of the  population 
traditionally far removed from the decision-making centres.  This means contributing to 
the creation of a nucleus capable of taking the initiative within the local community and 
influencing political and social developments. 
Education is a prime means of protecting and promoting the social status of certain 
sectors  of  society.  This  involves  essentially  fighting  the  prejudices  which  fuel 
discriminations, violence and intolerance right at the outset and  may  take the form  of 
civics education initiatives and the teaching of democratic principles, such as respect for 
others, participation and pluralism, to young people.  Support was also given to projects 
intended  specifically  for  prisoners  and  refugees  by  means  of educational  initiatives 
focusing on their ultimate rehabilitation.  These initiatives are  addressed,  inter alia,  to 
police personnel who are exposed to situations_where effective safeguard of  human rights 
involves the observance of a given code of conduct.  With regard to  measures to  help 
women, their strategy is to  combat the discrimination of which women  are victims and 
promote their status in society.  Training and education are also paramount in promoting 
the rights of indigenous people and protecting the victims of extreme forms of violence. 
1.3.3  - .  Promoting equal opportunities and non-discriminatory practices 
Equal  rights  and  equal  dignity  are  one  of the  pillars  of any  system  intended  to 
safeguard fundamental  human  rights.  This  approach  was  gradually  supplemented  by 
greater attention being paid not only to particularly vul  ~rable groups in society, but also 
to the various ways of ensuring personal fulfilment an<.  the observance of such rights as 
a fundamental principle of democracy.  Prevention and long-term measures are essential, 
but assistance to the victims also enjoys priority among the initiatives receiving support. 
Equal opportunities issues have given rise to a broad range of acti.vities  involving both 
third  countries  and  Member  States.  Education  and  public  awareness  are  the  key  to 
improving the lot of the most vulnerable groups in society and combat intolerance in its 
various forms.  Legal assistance is another priority, as  illustrate~ by  a project involving 
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a  seminar  to  provide  Hong  Kong  lawyers  ancl, senior  personnel  from  NGOs  and 
government departments  with  the  expertise,  esseeijally  of a  legal  nature,  required to 
translate equal opportunity principles into law.  · 
Chapter B7-52 enabled substantial contributiooJ-to be made to a number of initiatives 
to  protect women  and.·promote their status· in  sciciety  and in  political  circles.  Such 
projects tackle the causes of discrimination and orihe various forms of violence against 
women through training activities and public-awar~  campaigns, measures to reinforce 
NGOs and women's associations and to protect wo$en who are victims of violence.  The 
Community budget also helped promote equal opJ*1unities between women and men in 
the Member States of the European Union. 
~ 
Ensuring equal opportunities is particularly im~rtant  for the younger generations and 
numerous initiatives set out to tackle the problem, ln particular through the organization 
of educational activjties.  The goals set span all .e  various stages and aspects in the 
fulfilment of a person's potential, from encouragina,participation in social, economic and 
political life to protection and rehabilitation  follo~g episodes of violence. 
Awareness  of the  intolerance  and  the  variolll forms  of discrimination  exercised 
against certain social groups have prompted activlties which adopt a similar approach, 
distinguishing between human rights defence and ptotection for the individual on the one 
hand and, on the other hand, improvement of thaJ.e  groups' social status.  Projects on 
refugees,  displaced persons or national  minoriti~: particularly  in  Central  and Eastern 
Europe, have taken both  aspects into account.  'Iley make it possible both to  combat 
discrimination  in  the  legislative  field  in  the ·ceuntries  concerned  and  to  organize 
information and public-awareness campaigns whicreaim to eradicate the prejudices against 
those social groups. 
Inside the Community the fight against racism and xenophobia has become a priority 
in response to the spread of racist and xenophobiatendenciies throughout Europe in the 
last few years.  Measures adopted at European level~ust dovetail with national initiatives 
this field.  This calls for  the development of a joiilt action on the part of the relevant 
international and regional organizations and has I~  to both Community institutions and 
Member States taking action.  The overall strategy iadopted at the Vienna Summit of the 
Council  of Europe provided a  framework  for  acton which  resulted in  more specific 
discussions on the means to be deployed.  An  advisory committee made up of eminent 
persons  was  instructed  by  the  Corfu  Europeanj.Council  (June  1994)  to  formulate 
recommendations for cooperation between the goVIIfllments and the various components 
of  society; in June 1995 the committee was invited to study, in close cooperation with the 
Council of Europe, the feasibility of establishing a Jluropean Observatory for racism and 
xenophobia.  Simultaneously, Community measures~mpleting  those implemented by the 
Me~ber States  were  implemented, notably  in  edfcation, training  and  media briefing. 
Pilot schemes carried out by NGOs and associatioas of immigrants were given priority. 
An  original  initiative  was  launched  - the  "cities -ainst racism"  project - intended  to 
support a small  number of local  activities aimed to  encourage local  partnerships built 
around three priority areas:  the prevention of raci!l violence and  juvenile delinquency; 
the  development of methods to  monitor  racist  i~dents by  several  agencies,  and  the 
promotion  of responsible  citizenship  and  local  •mocracy  in  multicultural  societies. 
Community  action  programmes,  particularly  in~·the  field  of  education . and  youth 
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contribute  to  the  fight  against  intolerance  in  all  its  forms.  In December 1995  the 
Commission  adopted  a  communication  on  racism,  xenophobia  and  anti-semitism, 
accompanied by a proposal to the Council that 1997 be declared  "European Year against 
racism".  The text is intended to coordinate the Commission's activities in this field and 
to describe the work that lies ahead. 
1.3.4 - Strengthening  non  govemmental  organizations,  associations  and  local 
groups 
Partnership with the various organizations of civil society, and in particular NGOs, 
associations and local groups upholding human rights, is a key  element in ensuring the 
success of operations supported by the European Community in this field.  The NGO's 
role in implementing initiatives to promote civil and political rights as well as economic, 
social and cultural rights has increased gradually and has extended to new fields of action 
such as the defence of the rights of vulnerable groups, advocacy of democratic freedoms 
and support for the electoral process.  Substantial support is also given for the creation 
and consolidation of NGOs as essential components of a pluralist and democratic civil 
society.  • 
A large proportion of all Qperations funded from the Communitv budget in the field 
Qf human  rights  and  democratization involve non-governmental  organizations through 
direct support or via the financing of projects. the implementation of which is entrusted 
to them and which are in line with their priorities and with those of  the European Union. 
In view of the NGOs' decisive role in the democratization of society and in the process 
of social and economic development, a substantial share of available resources is devoted 
to the reinforcement and consolidation of NGOs and other components of civil society. 
This consists primarily in developing the their structures, organization and operational 
capacity through direct support or by means of training activities adapted to their needs 
and  priorities.  Original formulas have been  developed,  as  in  the  case of a project to · 
establish  a "Centre  for  Non-Governmental  Development"  in  Croatia,  responsible  for 
enhancing NGOs' know-how through the provision of training, information and support 
for their work.  Thus, the non-governmental sector is able to found its legitimacy within 
society  on  the  quality  of its  action  and  become .  self-reliant  having  acquired  its  own 
training, communication and fund-raising structures.  · 
In granting its support to  NGOs and to  civil society at large, the Community seeks 
to  achieve  continuity.  Substantial  support  was  therefore  granted  towards  the 
establishment  of a  network  of  Chilean  organizations  which  had  already  received 
Community  grants  in  the  past.  The project  was  specifically  intended  to  enhance  the 
expertise of those  in  charge of the  network  in  the  practice of democracy.  A  major 
programme to provide support for the development of civil society carried out in the Ar~b 
wor·ld  and  aimed  at  improving  the  NGOs'  capacity  for  action,  in  particular through 
training activities, is the second stage of an initiative geared to the long term.  The NGOs 
specific characteristics which cannot be used to  full  advantage where only one method 
of  operation is used, have led to the development of formulae which allow for significant 
flexibility  in  the  way  NGO  needs  are  met.  Thus Community  support has  enabled a 
special fund to be set up  to  assist in the implementation of micro-projects intended to 
promote the observance of human rights. 
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structures. the role of which is paramount in pro  · ting the democratic development of 
the countries concerned.  Under the Phare-democriy and Tacis-democracy programmes, 
the Slovenian  and Russian  Chambers of Commt"ce benefitted  from- a  reorganization 
programme which included technical assistance, tfining courses and the development of 
their activities, in particular through seminars on clmocracy and the market economy. A 
number  of projects,  in  particular  in  the  Balticf States,  Slovenia,  Romania,  Russia, 
Mongolia  and  former  Yugoslavia,  focus  on  tratt unions,  primarily  with  the  aim  of 
strengthening their structures and raising awarenet' of their responsibilities in a society 
where democracy and market economy prevail.  '· 
Funds  were  allocated  to  the  reinforcement if institutional  agencies  at  local  and 
national level which are committed to the promoti<W and observance of  human rights and 
democratic  principl~s or hold a specific responsijlity in this field  This was the case 
specifically in Latin America, where numerous prfjects aim to provide support for local 
institutions with specific responsibilities in the acltinistration of justice.  The desire to 
bring the action as close to the citizens, their conceits and aspirations as possible inspired 
a  project  undertaken  in  Costa  Rica  combinini  public-awareness  and  information 
campaigns on  human  rights  with  the  consolida~ of networks set up  to  defend the 
citizens  and enable their participation  in  the  various  aspects of local  life.  The same 
approach is at the basis of a programme for Centrif. America which, inter alia,  strives to 
tap NGOs' experience in organizing the work of $e new civil service departnients. 
Support for non-governmental organizations ·sftanS a number of different sectors.  It 
is extended to organizations looking after specific i>cial groups as well as to associations 
and groups focusing on specific topics.  In the run II' to the World _Women's Conference, 
substantial  support  was  granted  for  the  prepara«on  and  participation  of NGOs  and 
women's  associations  in  that  event,  to  the  succjtss  of which  their  contribution  was 
essential.  Both European organizations and thoseij,ased in· Latin America and in Lome 
N  countries received financial  support and benelted from  initiatives intended for the 
most  part  to  encourage  the  setting  up  of  '*->men's  networks,  associations  and 
organizations, such as the creation of a network of women with local responsibilities in 
Chile or the development of the activities of a nelwork of Russian and Czech women's 
organizations.  Youth organizations also attracted Cibmmunity support under programmes 
centred  on  civic  education  lind  public  awarenit;s  of topics  related  to  democratic 
participation  (Central  and  Eastern  Europe,  ~rgia).  Other  projects  involved 
organizations  to  help  the  disabled  (Slovakia). ~:  Under  the  Phare-democracy  and 
Tacis-democracy  programmes, a substantial contrfbution was granted to  environmental 
NGOs.  ~~ 
The strengthening of the capabilities of NGOf and other groupings of civil society 
calls primarily for projects designed to  develop 'tteir activities.  This means initiatives 
capable of  fostering the NGOs' educational role (~n tstonia and Latvia) by enhancing their 
staffs qualifications  and  expertise  on  topics  rela~ to  the democratic process and by 
encouraging the sharing of experience and contacts across national borders.  Activities 
organized under the Phare-democracy and Tacis-cllmocracy programmes have included 
exchanges and visits to  EU Member States.  On.  such project aimed at strengthening 
local structures in  Poland through study visits to Jimilar organizations in  Spain, while 
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and  Latvia through  a  wide  range of activities  which  included study  visits  to  various 
Member States of the Union. 
It is equally essential that NGOs and other groupings of  civil society develop positive 
relations with national and local authorities.  The emphasis is on fostering cooperation 
between the political representatives and such groupings.  The projects receiving support 
achieved synergies in the pursuit of common objectives.  This was the case for initiatives 
carried out in Latin America and dealing with justice, the fight against impunity and the 
civil service at large.  It  was also one of  the guiding principles of  the initiatives supported 
. under the Phare-democracy and Tacis-democracy programmes: training courses on topics 
of common interest linking social reform and democratic process and bringing together 
representatives of the public sector and senior personnel from NGOs and associations; 
training  and  popularization  courses  covering  relations between NGOs and  the  public 
sector in a democratic context.  This kind of initiative goes hand in hand with projects 
which contribute to the NGOs' involvement in the legislative process, either in  relation 
to their fields of activity or to  the legislative aspects pertaining to their status and the 
conditions of  their existence (Estonia and Mongolia in particular).  Other measures, as in 
the case of a pilot scheme carried out in Russia, aim at Mrengthening the NGOs' capacity 
to develop partnerships with the local authorities, particularly where there is no tradition 
of local government. 
Recognition of how important the NGO's contribution is in promoting human rights 
and  democratic  principles has  resulted  in  substantial  support being  granted  to  NGOs 
working  in  the various international fora.  This was  the case in  particular for  all  the 
initiatives  taken  to  help  NGOs  and  women's  associations  prepare  for  the  Beijing 
Conference, but also for specific projects to coordinate and assist NGOs' representatives 
called to bear witness before UN bodies.  A similar project sought to  develop training, 
monitoring  and  awareness-raising  activities  so  as  to  boost  the  involvement  of the 
non-governmental  sector  in  the  work  of  the  various  institutions  of  the  OSCE 
(Organization on Security and Cooperation in Europe). 
1.4  Support foa· confidence-building measures to  restore peace 
1.4.1  -
The international community is increasingly aware of the impact of human rights on 
peace and on international and regional security as well as  on the overall situation of a 
country,  on  its  political  stability  and on  its  social  and  economic  development.  This 
awareness is accompanied by growing interest for the prevention aspect of initiatives to 
promote observance of human rights and democratic principles.  At the same time, the 
desire to take action as early as possible to achieve long-term results has led to initiatives 
which combine specific support for the peace process with measures to promote values 
such  as  tolerance,  conciliation  and  mutual  respect  likely  to  bring  about  a  climate 
conducive to peace. 
Con_flict prevention 
Prevention  is  not  a  new  idea  and  any  policy  to  promote  human  rights  must  of 
necessity  inclu.de  this  aspect.  However,  extensive  discussions  have  led  to  the 
development  of  a  comprehensive  and  multidimensional  approach  (human  rights, 
21 development,  environment)  and  to  fresh  strate.s  being  identified.  The  original 
initiatives described below are a few examples.  ' 
Numerous  projects  receiving  Community  S\III)Ort  include  aspects  relating  to  the 
acguisition of  conciliation and conflict resolution tetbnigyes.  They are also characterized 
by  the  importance they  attach  to  the  links  between  the  promotion of human  rights, 
commi.mity education and the fostering of peace-re6ted issues.  A projeet undertaken in 
Hungary which comprises a wide range of trainina activities on topics concerning local 
government, lays particular emphasis on the pursut of consensus, collective bargaining 
practices  and  the  management  of social  conflictt  In the  same  spirit,  an  initiative 
receiving support in Nicaragua seeks to promote cqnsensus at national level and various 
forms of solidarity at community level, in particul*" by encouraging experience sharing 
in economic, social and political life.  As part of a.;j)rogramme to harness civil society's · 
resources  to  the  consolidation  of democracy  in  feru, three  aspects have  been  given 
priority:  administration of justice and  democracy; civil  defence  in  a  democracy  and 
citizens' participation in public life.  The educatiot.l component was predominant in a 
project covering  several cities of Kazakhstan and ~mprising training and information 
activities in the field of conflict resolution and crisil management.  The initiative, which 
provides  for  the  opening of a  "Centre  on  Peace-ltuilding  and  Conflict resolution"  in 
Almaty, also includes training periods, seminars an4 round tables which aim to stimulate 
the non-governmental sector. 
On-going debate on the  preventive  dimensio~of initiatives to  promote peace and 
human  rights has resulted in  Community  support lbeing granted to  projects proposing 
innovative action packages.  Thus the developmetC of capacities in  conflict-resolution, 
early warning  and preventive diplomacy is the colii of a multiregional project aimed at 
regional  agencies  and  organizations  to  enable  tlem  to  settle  conflicts  before  they 
degenerate into violence.  Since in a crisis or after the alarm has been raised, immediate 
reaction  is  fundamental,  an  original  project propcaes  a number of measures  (such  as 
evaluation missions and special envoys), enabling Stion to be taken before the conflicts 
escalate. 
Specific initiatives to  support the peace procg also received Community funding. 
They tend to be characterized by a strong educatiodal component: programmes covering 
peace, reconciliation and democracy  education in Nicaragua and El Salvador, national 
workshops  providing  civic  education  and  populaizjng the  Lusaka peace  protocol  in 
Angola; training periods in community and social work in  relation to human rights for 
Palestinians of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank Q-peace trainees"); training for NGOs 
and institutions involved in the peace process in Gfa.temala. 
New methods have been developed aoplicable iD situations of serious and persistent 
violations of human rights. Thus, the European CoJamunity lent its support to a mission 
of human  rights  observers  sent  to  Rwanda  to  follow  up  the  fact-finding  mission  of 
March 1995  and extended until  15  January  1996.  The initiative sought to introduce an 
element of impartiality in a situation of serious anclpersistent violations of basic human 
rights,  and  aimed to  ease tensions  and to  encourap, wherever possible,  the  return of 
refugees.  It was  carried out under the aegis of thEIUN High Commissioner for human 
rights within the framework of the UN mission,  in~onjunction with the UN Centre for 
Human Rights in Geneva.  Chapter B7-52 also helped fund five observers sent to Burundi 
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among the population by assisting the UN rapporteur on human rights and designing and 
carrying out human rights education programmes.  Similarly, by way of contribution to 
the implementation of  the Council's common position adopted in October 1995, an action 
plan  implemented  in  Angola  includes  a  human  rights  observer  mission  within  the 
framework of the UN verification mission (uNA  VEM ill). 
1.4.2 - Support for measures  to  bring  to  justice  the  perpetrators  of serious-
violations of  humanitarian law  and human rights 
Prevention  may  take  on a  repressive  flavour,  especially  in  situations  where  the 
impunity of  the perpetrators of  serious violations perpetuates a climate of  insecurity which 
is conducive to renewed violence.  The dire consequences of such a state of affairs have 
led in particular to the setting up of  special Tribunals for former Yugoslayia and Rwanda, 
called upon to try the perpetrators of  serious violations of  human rights and humanitarian 
law.  This represents a most significant innovation in international law and has enjoyed 
active support from the European Union and from the Commission's specific initiatives 
intended to assist the Tribunals in starting up their work.  The Community contribution 
to  the  work  of the  two  special  Tribunals  has  made  it  possible  to  entrust  specific 
supporting activities, viz:  protection and support for the victims who  come to  testify; 
provision of 15  legal counsels; public awareness of the Court's role; collection of new 
evidence; opening of documentation centres and establishment of a database, technical 
monitoring of the  Tribunal  activities,  provision of video-conferencing  facility,  etc.  to 
specialist NGOs.  To finance the various activities funds totalling ECU 3.1  million have 
been committed. 
At the instigation of the European Parliament, a new budget heading endowed with 
ECU 300 000 was introduced in 1995 to provide specific backing to non-governmental 
organizations working towards the establishment of a permanent international criminal 
court.  The activities receivins support are contributing to the development of  a European 
position on the issue.  This has resulted in information and public awareness campaigns 
and  initiatives  aimed  at  promoting  coordipation  and  cooperation  among  NGOs, 
governments, the special Tribunals and the relevant UN agencies in the start-up phase. 
1.4.3  - Supportfornationa/ efforts to encourage subordination of  the annedforces 
to  the civil authorities 
.Under Chapter B7-52 the efforts of Latin-American countries to bring security and 
armed  forces  under  the  effective  control  of the  civil  authorities  and  encourage  the 
separation  of their  roles  in  a  democratic  state.  Since this  objective  is  be.st  attained 
through training, Community support went to a number of  training activities for the armed 
forces  in Central  America, the Andean region, Paraguay and Peru focusing on human 
rights  and the  rule of law.  Financial and technical assistance  was  also  provided  for 
similar activities for the benefit of the national police force in El  Salvador. 
Special attention has been given to training initiatives for demobilized military, such 
as the project launched in Nicaragua to promote reconciliation and social reintegration of 
demobilized soldiers through training activities focusing on peace and conflict resolution. 
Initiative.s supported under the Phare-democracy programme have led to in.formation 
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security-related issues and on relations between amid forces and civil authorities.  One 
such  initiative  was  launched  in  Bulgaria and  wulitaraeted  at various apnts in  civil 
society with a view to familiarizing them with intellational security concepts.  Another 
proj~ in Estonia is aimed at  strengthen~.  the n+~~  organ~ons  ~ncemed  ~th 
relations  between  armed  forces  and  c1v1l  a4nttes.  This  proJect  compnses 
awareness-raising, information, a relevant survey cf public opinion  ~d  a comparative 
study of relations between the military and the (:ivi~orities in Latvia and Lithuania 
~· 
~i 
1.5  - Initiatives for taraet II'OUps 
1.5.1  - Groups needing specific protection 
(a)  Children  _ 
Children rights are an integral part of human .ts. Since children require specific 
protection,  the  international  body  of law  for :·.  protection  of human  rights  was 
supplemented  with  a  specific  instrument  protecti  the  rights  of the  child  and  his 
well-being.  The UN Convention on the Rights of  Child, which entered into force on 
2 September 1990 and has already been ratified byJ. large number of countries, covers 
the civil rights and individual freedoms of childrq  their economic, social and cultural 
rights as well as their right to specific protection ..  nst all forms of violence. 
$. 
Education is the focal point of initiatives to he. children and a large proportion of 
projects having attracted Community support givesiPriority to educational and training 
activities.  Fighting  at  the  earliest  possible  stBIIt  the  prejudices  which  perpetuate 
discriminations, violence and intolerance is a long-jmn task, but it is the only way of 
producing  durable  and  far-reaching  results througJout society.  This is  why  Chapter 
B7-52 gives priority to. projects to teach  ·  ·  ·  · 
fi  r  r  · i  ati  n  With  the  aim  of 
developing a culture where peace and tolerance hatje pride of place in Peru, priority is 
given to human rights education and the practice otjdemocracy in schools.  An original 
i_nitiati.ve, supported under the Tacis-democracy prof'amme, focuses in particular on the 
teaching of history in Russia, contributing to the recfnt debate on the need to modernize 
history teaching methods.  A pilot scheme in Lith1frlia follows a similar approach:  by 
producing  educational  material  and  providing  spefific  training  for  secondary  school 
teachers,  it seeks  to  encourage the pupils'  active  jarticipation in the life of the  city. 
Similarly, the main objective of a civic education pt!ogramme being run in 250 primary 
and secondary schools in Poland is to raise the c~en's  awareness of democracy and 
its fundamental principles.  In Turkey a training prjgramme is addressed to some 1200 
teachers covering 12 provinces.  The importance &4ached to education is also reflected 
in projects aimed at introducing the teaching of huliaan rights and democracy in school 
curricula (Panama, Honduras, Peru) or at providint the ministries concerned with the 
necessary  technical  assistance for drawing  up  the .llabuses (Tunisia).  Some projects 
stress the significance of values such as participatiot and solidarity, and in particular the 
importance of voluntary work in the social field.  ;,  "" 
~. 
Awareness of the fact  that children  are  subjecled to  violence in all  its forms  has 
prompted numerous initiatives  throughout the  wo+t.  In India a programme to raise 
public awareness of child labour, whose long-term 4bjective is to eliminate the problem, 
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to those who employ children.  In order to  remedy a situation where illiteracy and lack 
of legal protection prevail, field work in Haiti is developing a range of activities aimed 
at the social reintegration of street children (promoting literacy, putting the children back 
in school, raising awareness in the families, etc).  Other initiatives in Peru cater for all 
the needs - legal, psycho-social and medical - of minors charged with criminal offences 
or victims of  torture or other abuse.  This work is supplemented by public-awareness and 
information  campaigns.  In Argentina Community  support  was  granted to  a  specific 
initiative intended to provide backing for legal actions and inquiries to obtain subsidies 
for the families of children "disappeared" for political reasons.  An additional measure, 
also in Argentina, provides assistance with medical, legal, psychological, educational and 
social  problems  to  140  adolescents  from  families  which  have  been  the  victims  of 
repression  under the military  dictatorship.  A similar approach  is behind a project in 
Slovenia which is aimed at the children of Bosnia.  Another project launched in Croatia 
is trying group therapy on two groups of 6-12 year olds;  should this prove successful, 
the method could be applied more widely.  Specific projects for  children refugees in 
camps in former Yugoslavia aimed at giving publicity to the evidence brought by children 
·also enjoyed Community support. 
Community funds contributed to the organization of a conference bringing together 
organizations  which  are  very  active  in  providing  assistance  for  children  victims  of 
· violence.  The conference led to  a number of recommendations to  being made with  a 
view to  developing know-how in  this field,  coordinating the  activities of the  relevant 
bodies and establishing operational procedures to ensure rapid response in case of  danger. 
Recognition of  the importance of forging  links between governments and NGOs  with 
regard to  the protection of children caught in  armed conflicts in Africa resulted in  an 
initiative comprising a series of regional meetings as well as evaluation missions leading 
to the organization of a world conference.  More specifically, a contribution· was made 
to the organization of  an international conference for magistrates held in Northern Ireland 
and aimed at providing them with a. better understanding of  the problems encountered by 
young  people  faced  with  situations of extreme  violence.  Community  financing  also 
allowed the  participation of representatives  from  Asian,  Latin  American  and  African 
NGOs in the first international conference on the sexual and commercial exploitation of 
children held in Sweden in August 1996. 
Since the Convention on the Rights of the Child is the reference for all the projects 
qualifying for Community support, it is fitting to mention an original project which, from 
specific cases, aims to establish indicators to measure the extent to which the Convention 
has been honoured. 
(b)  National minorities 
.  The  issue  of minorities  is  now  one  of the  international  community's  foremost 
concerns.  In 1994 the Union responded to  an  issue that had been acquiring increasing 
urgency  since the  start of the decade by  launching a particularly  ambitious diplomatic 
initiative,  which  culminated in  March 1995  with  the signing of a Stability  Pact to  be 
implemented by the OSCE.  A political declaration with a list of  about a hundred bilateral 
agreements, the.Pact's preventive measures are designed to strengthen Europe's stability 
by  promoting  neighbourly  relations  on  such  issues  as  borders  and  minorities.  Two 
25 regional round tables, one for the Baltic and the o.r  for the rest of Central and Eastern 
Europe, have produced agreements vital to ensurinj;legal situation between governments 
on the subject of minorities is clear.  The flankinaDneasures called for by this initiative 
have received  considerable financing  backing unfer the  Phare and Phare-Democracy 
programmes.  ~. 
i' 
One of the main shortcomings identified wh~.looking at the issue of minorities in 
Central an~ Eastern ~ur~~e is a lack of dialogue ~een  government stf1:t~es ~d  the 
representatives of mmonties and between the relewnt government agenaes m different 
countries of the region.  With th.at. in mind, back~  is being pr?vided under th~ Phare-
Democracy  programme  for  a  JOint  scheme  wit( the  Council  of Europe  mmed  at 
establishing institutional  ties between the authoriles responsible for  minorities  in  the 
different countries of the region:  The core activtJ  is to  build up  structured working 
relationships between the different government ageicies involved through training, study 
visits and technical assistance.  i_ 
Other projects in the field of legal assistance ap helping harmonize la'Ws on religion 
in Bulgaria, Romania and Albania in order to  b~g  them into line with the European 
Convention on Human Rights.  A scheme under 'fay in former Yugoslavia is offering 
direct legal  aid  to  victims  of ethnic  discriminati~, helping  promote their rights  and 
getting  the  different  communities  to  talk  to  ea.cJ  other.  Protecting  minorities  also 
involves  schemes  aimed  at familiarizing  the groJps  concerned  with  their .  rights  and 
various aspects of their situation.  Such schemes •  in with specific activities aimed at 
fostering links between existing networks in the intf,ests of  the more effective protection 
and promotion of minority rights.  ~. 
(c)  Indigenous peoples 
In line with the demands of  the European Parli.ent and the conclusions of  the 1992 
World Conference in Rio; special attention is beinsiPaid to the lot of  indigenous peoples, 
notably as part of an approach combining their rigts with concern for the environment. 
Funding  has  been  provided  for  innovative  practJ:al  projects  to  help  them  organize, 
channel their demands and enhance the internationtfj impact of  those demands, especially 
in the United Nations.  Human rights  workshops.~eminars and programmes have also 
been set up  for them. 
(d) 
.  i. 
Refugees and displaced perstns 
According to recent estimates, there are in the forld today about 20 million refugees· 
and  24 million  people  uproot~d in  their own  ctuntries.  The  European  Union  is  a 
substantial contributor to the work of  the UN High  i=ommission for Refugees (UNHCR), 
in  particular  through  ECHO,  the  humanitarian  ~d office  set  up  by  the  European 
Community in 1992.  The partnership formed betvfen the UNHCR and the Community 
in  December 1993  has  increased  overall  effectifeness  in  such  areas  as  prevention, 
emergency aid, protection, assistance and the pron10tion of lasting solutions.  A total of 
ECU 345 million in Community budget resources 4Js been allocated for schemes to help 
the world's refugees and displaced persons.  ' 
Within the Union funding has been focused 01ftraining programmes.  One example 
26 is a contribution towards the funding of training for Greek judges, police officers and 
ciVil servants involved in handling and processing asylum seekers.  Another project seeks 
to foster Europe-wide coordination of activities to help young refugees fleeing warzones 
to escape forced conscription into their country's army.  Assistance for refugees is also 
at the heart of a  project  covering  Beluus, Russia and  Ukraine,  which  is  geared  to 
supporting and coordinating the activities of  NGOs working with refugees  in the region. 
A similar project is aimed at providing 600 Spanish and Latin American organizations 
working in the refugee field with access to documentation on different aspects relating. 
to the predicament and protection of  refugees.  The Community is also backing a scheme 
in Germany to survey and report on prison conditions, with a particular emphasis on the 
plight of asylum seekers awaiting deportation. 
Under the fourth LOme Convention, seven countries (Angola, Cate d'lvoire, Djibouti, 
Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique and Uganda) have received a total ofECU 13  580 000  for 
measures to help refugees. returnees and displaced persons. 
The Community  budget also  allows  funding  to  be provided for the  creation  and 
operation  of specialized  centres  in  Member  States  to  provide  medical,  welf8.{e  and 
psychological assistance to  refugees and asylum seekers, most of them from developing 
countries, who have suffered torture or other forms of abuse. 
(e)  Prisoners 
Funding is provided for special projects to help prisoners, a topic close to the heart 
of Parliament.  Education schemes for prisoners pursue practical objectives relating to 
their  reintegration  into  society.  In Russia,  education  and  training  are  central  to  a 
particularly ambitious project, the components of  which include education and information 
services for prisoners, training for prison staff and the formation of a network of lawyers 
to represent prisoners and push for reforms etc.  With a view to raising public awareness, 
another  project  seeks  to  publish  as  widely  as  possible  first-hand  reports  on  prison 
conditions.  Chapter B7-52  also  helps fund  a  range  of activities  aimed  at promoting 
prisoners' rights in  Africa.  The key  vectors .for this  are education  and raising  public 
awareness, of which schemes to help NGOs operating in crises and campaigns to get the 
competent African authorities to  ratify international conventions on human rights are a 
natural extension.  Other projects, e.g.  a project in Palestine, involve legal assistance to 
prisoners regarding both their defence and the conditions in which they  are held. 
. (t)  Victims of torture 
The final document of the World Conference on Human Rights, which took place in 
Vienna  in  June 1993,  describes  torture  as  the  worst  violation  of human  dignity. 
Parliament  endorsed  this  view  by  creating  a  special  budget  heading  for  the  mental, 
physical  and social rehabilitation of victims of torture.  In 1995  ECU 5.5  million was 
earmarked for this purpose, enabling specialist organizations to assist local organizations 
with training and start-up help for activities including training, legal advice, investigation 
and welfare assistance.  Other schemes involve education, research and documentation. 
Support also goes to  war victims, as  in former Yugoslavia, where activities have been 
stepped up this year. 
27 1.5.2 - Priority groups for protection and J.wareness-mising schemes 
(a)  Women 
Women are at once both a vulnerable group ind a group with a key role in society. 
Their fundamental  rights  are reaffirmed in the fienna document as being an  integral, 
inalienable and inseparable part of universal htulan rights, and their role is recognized 
and set out in the declaration and the platform for pon  adopted at the World Conference 
held in Peking in September 1995.  The intemt.·  al community has reiterated· the need 
for women to participate fully and equally in civi  .  litical, economic, social and cultural 
life, and to become more involved in decision-ntJcing in all  these ar01:5. 
The  CommUnity  budget  contributed  almt.t  ECU 2 million  to  help  women's 
organizations and NGOs from the developing c-.ciutries and central and eastern Europe 
prepare and take part in all stages of  the Peking citference and the NGO forum that took 
place on its fringes.  Fifty  representatives of Ltjin  American  and Caribbean  women's 
organizations were thereby given the chance to ~e  part in the conference and the NGO 
forum.  This support was accompanied by traininl activities for representatives of NGOs 
and the organization· of preparatory conferences P,d seminars, the conclusions of which 
provided  material  for  the  conference.  The .st schemes  directly  concerning  the 
implementation  of the  conference's  results  havt also  been  launched,  e.g.  a  training 
.  programme  to  make  organizations  defending  vfPmen's  rights  in  Kenya,  Zambia  and 
Tanzania aware of the operational priorities ari,g from the Peking Conference. 
From the standpoint of prevention and prou;tion, education plays a crucial part in 
action on behalf of women.  Schemes have beej targeted on groups of disadvantaged 
women, such as  one to  train displaced or margiJalized women in  Colombia and make 
them  aware of their rights.  Defending w.omen'i rights  is  also the crux of an  scheme 
targeting women detained in Mexican rehabilitati~ centres.  A project carried out as part 
of  the Phare-democracy progr~me  offers wom~rin  Poland and Albania training courses 
and seminars on specific topics, including family tanning, the media, democratic practice 
and women's rights).  Violence against women 1  at the centre of a project in Turkey, 
which involves disseminating information on ttteififferent forms such violence can take 
and on the means of defence available.  A.n  orifnal project under way  in El  Salvador 
employs a different approach: there members of lte police and armed forces are trained 
•  to counter and deal with violence against wometi· Chapter B7-52 also provides support 
for special medical, psychological and welfare s4emes to help women victims of sexual 
violence, particularly in former Yugoslavia  A p~ject in Turkey combines therapy with 
legal assistance and public information activitieS!: 
Some schemes are aimed at making civil socity and human rights organizations· more 
aware of violence against women.  With preventitn in mind, a programme in Poland and 
the Czech Republic bolsters the efforts of local Itoos through the organization of press 
campaigns  and  publicity  on  trafficking  in  wonen and  information  and assistance  for 
potential victims.  A scheme in the Caribbean pjmarily involves training human rights 
organizations to take account of women's equal. in the broader context of protecting 
fundamental rights.  -
-
Many  projects  exist  to  counter  discriminattn against  women  and  promote  their 
28 participation in  political, social  and  economic life.  In Morocco  there  is a project to 
provide basic education as part of efforts to tackle the illiteracy that affects almost 80% 
of Moroccans.  A project in India provides a special training programme to strengthen 
women's  involvement  in  political  decision-making  both  as  voters  and  elected 
representatives.  In  Chile  a  project has  brought  together  1600  women  holding  local 
political  office  for  a  discussion  on  the  discrimination  they  experience  as  political 
representatives.  Under the Phare- and Tacis-democracy programmes young women are 
receiving  education  and  special  training  to  stimulate  women's  participation  in  the 
democratization  process.  Another project in  Poland  is  designed  to  develop  women's 
ability to take part in economic life and strengthen forms of solidarity via the creation of 
women's networks and the activities of  women's movements and associations.  In Slovenia 
there  is  a training  programme  for  a group  of women  wishing  to  represent  women's 
interests in the workplace and in trade unions, who will in their tum visit firms to educate 
other women in these issues.  The Tuzla women's association has received Community 
funding  for its efforts to promote the social, economic,  political and cultural rights of 
women in Bosnia-Herzegovina. 
Women  are often. among the first victims of armed conflict:  keeping or restoring 
peace  is  a  precondition  for  their  civil,  political  and  social  emancipation.  Their 
contribution  to  peace  is  no  less  vital:  the  twin  objectives  of peace  and  women's 
emancipation  are  served  by  a  training  and  awareness  programme  for  Israeli  and 
Palestinian women. 
The Community budget also provides for funding of equal opportunities activities in 
Member States.  The execution of the third equal opportunities programme (1991-95) 
covers not only  the  application  and  development of legislation but the  integration  of 
women  in  the  workplace  and  the  improvement  of their  social  status.  Considerable 
backing  is  also  given  to  the  ·European  Women's  Lobby,  the  Union's  largest  body 
coordinating the activities of national and European women's NGOs, which has become 
a crucial  partner in  Community  activities in this  field.  ECU 2.00  000  was  granted to 
European NGOs proposing a clear programme of activities for the NGO  forum  on the 
fringes  of the  Peking  Conference,  which  al~o received  Community  funding  for  the 
publication of its daily newspaper. 
(b)  Journalists and other media professionals 
Journalists and other media professionals have a special role in the democratization 
process.  Many projects have been carried out to develop their professional skills, instil 
professional ethics, organize the profession, improve their social status etc.  At the same 
time there have been specific activities concerning their role in the electoral process and 
their part in the promotion of tolerance, peace and reconciliation (see 1.3 .1 ). 
(c)  Magistrates. lawyers and court and prison staff 
Schemes tar-geted  at magistrates, lawyers and other court staff account for  a major 
part of the support given to the strengthening or restructuring of  judicial systems.  These 
schemes are geared to the specific needs and legal traditions of the countries concerned. 
The rebuilding of the judicial apparatus calls for  measures to provide basic training to 
meet the most pressing needs.  The Community's support also covers original measures 
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aimed  at  underpinning  or  stimulating  the  mo<ltmization  of judiciaries.  Educating 
magistrates  and  lawyers  in  specific  areas  (juvtnile  delinquency,  violation  of laws 
governing the press etc.) is also vital (see 1.2.2). : 
(d)  The army. police and security forclt 
The army, police and security forces play a~  role in society, particularly where 
the freedom of the individual is concerned.  This is why there is a need to increase their 
awareness of  fundamental rights through special .emes  that take account of the nature 
of their work.  The Community has been  fundinsi~ innovative scheme since 1992; the 
scheme in question is a multiannual human rights programme in Central America, which 
gives priority to projects aimed at educating and itPreasing the awareness of  members of 
the police,  armed forces, judiciary and prison sCvices.  What is  innovative about the 
scheme is  that it cements  a close  partnership  itt the  assessment of the human  rights 
situation and special projects concerning legal aid!and support for the judiciary.  In 1995 
a total  of ECU 1 559 000  was  granted for nine .,rojects under Chapter B7-52.  Such 
activities have been extended to the countries of Iouth America. 
II.  GEOGRAPIDCAL APPROACH 
The  geographical  breakdown  of human  ri.ts activities  is  mainly,  though  not 
exclusively,' based on the structure of Chapter B7fS2.  The data below refers back to the 
more detailed descriptions given in the thematic .ction. 
2.1  Developing countries (except LatiutAmerica) 
a)  ACP Countries  . 
The  largest  group  of operations  relating  to ~the exercise  of government  concern 
electoral assistance and strengthening the rule of taw. 
Almost 22% of the resources available undet·heading B7-522 have been spent on 
electoral assistance, which included operations in .ilaiti, Ghana and Zaire.  Contributions 
have taken  the  form  of technical  assistance,  trailing for  deputies  and  the funding  of 
equipment along with direct participation in the  ~ctoral processes. 
Strengthening the rule of law accounted for m.ut a third of the grants made in 1995: 
schemes financed included  th~ reconstruction anci consolidation of the judicial systems 
in  Burkina Faso,  Rwanda and  Haiti,  missions hi human  rights  observers to  Rwanda, 
Burundi and Angola and backing for institutional rjforms and operations aimed at making 
the prison system more humane.  Rwanda receive•: special attention: technical assistance 
for the reconstruction of the judicial system, supptrt for the special tribunal and funding 
for a human rights observer mission. 
In the case of operations aimed at strengthen ..  g civil society, priority was given to 
Given that the Chapter's two  thematic guidelines )mpose no  geographical limits on  the 
measures funded. 
30 increasing awareness of education in human  rights.  The situation of women and the 
education of children were the subject of many schemes.  Among the support provided 
for the most vulnerable groups, special attention was given to street children in Haiti. 
Some 125 NGOs received Community funding to help them prepare and take part in 
the different stages of  the Peking Conference and the NGO forum, and in the first world 
conference on the sexual exploitation of children, which was held in Stockholm. 
Support for  an  independent, pluralist and responsible press accounted for  16% of 
financial commitments under heading B7-522.  An operation to set up a warning network 
for dealing with violations of  the freedom of  the press warrants a special mention because 
of its innovative and experimental nature. 
Almost 3% of the resources available were spent on innovative schemes in the area 
of  conflict prevention and settlement, including the setting-up of  a special rapid~response 
t\uld for use in emergencies and a series of  training programmes on methods for settling 
conflicts  .. 
Projects to help victims of  torture have also received Community funding.  The bulk 
of  the resources went to specialized centres in the Union providing medical, psychological 
and welfare services to refugees or asylum seekers who have suffered torture or other 
forms of  abuse in their country of  origin.  Other projects aimed at helping set up and fund 
the operation of such centres in the countries concerned, notably  by means of special 
training sessions (e.g. in Kenya and Haiti). 
b) The policy of promoting human rights in the Maamb under Chapter B7-52 is still 
at a very early stage.  A large-scale programme covering the entire region and beyond is 
aimed  at strengthening  civil  society  by  means  of training  and  information  activities 
targeted on  developing the know-how and  skills of NGOs in  the Arab  world.  This 
programme constitutes the second stage of a scheme launched last year.  Strengthening 
civil society also lies at the root of a scheme to make education authorities aware of the 
need to incorporate human rights issues into primary and secondary school textbooks. 
This was accompanied by ~  conference on the subject of teaching human rights, technical 
assistance for the revigion. of textbooks and a special training programme for teachers. 
Also in the field of education, a programme in Morocco combines measures to combat 
female  illiteracy  with  components  designed  to  make  them  aware  of their  rights  and 
training.  In Algeria Community funding has also helped produce and distribute a weekly 
magazine  focusing  on  the  fundamental  issues  confronting  the  country's  society  and 
political system.  Note also the support provided for an  innovative scheme in Tunisia, 
which brings together experts from the region and elsewhere to debate the issue of the 
death penalty in Islamic countries. 
c)  The  Community  also  backed  projects  in  the  Middle  East.  It  helped  fund 
accompanying measures and preparations for  the electoral process.  This included the 
setting-up of a computerized electoral  register and the presence of media monitors to 
gauge the degree of independence of the media in the run up to and during the elections. 
The sensitive issue of prison conditions was the subject of a scheme to  provide legal 
assistance on various issues relating to the basic rights of Palestinian prisoners.  Other 
schemes are specifically aimed at developing a climate of  peace and reconciliation in the 
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two  communities,  involving  innovative  measufes  to  stimulate  dialogue  and  mutual 
understanding (e.g. the peace trainees programmelin which Palestinian and Israeli women 
were trained together).  ; 
d) Most of  the projects funded in Asia conceniwomen artd children.  In India training 
~-
and assistance  activities  were financed  to  increpe the involvement of women  in  the 
democratic  decision-making process - both  as .ectors and as  elected ·representatives. 
Support was also provided for a public education iampaign on child labour in India.  The 
next stage of this scheme, the -ultimate aim of 4,ich is the abolition of child labour, is 
- for reasons of  realism - aimed at offering those dttploying children alternative solutions. 
In accordance with Parliament's wish to prorlote human rights in countries about to 
undergo  a  change  of sovereignty,
6  funding  wjB  granted  for  the  implementation  in 
Hong Kong  of projects  involving  human  righ4t  education  and  information.  These 
innovative measures consist primarily of  the development of  a human rights database and 
interactive educational software on the issue.  Anither project consists of  reinforcing and 
popularizing human rights through the publicati. and distribution of documentation in 
Chinese and the constitution of suitable teachinshnaterials. 
Mention must also  be made of the support 8iven to the preparation of the fourth 
World Conference on Women, which took pl~in  Peking in September 1995, support 
.  which took the form of back-up to help NGOs .d  women's associati.ons from all over 
the world contribute and take an active part in }the  conference and the accompanying 
NGO forum. 
2.2  Latin America 
Support for democratization and human righa in Latin America is aimed at assisting 
the Latin American countries' efforts to  introdu~ and consolidate the rule of law and 
promote human rights.  The general objectives aJ Community aid are as follows: 
•  to foster peace in countries where there  i~still conflict; 
•  to bring about a fundamental change to mike civil society more structured, better 
informed, more responsible, more await of  its rights and responsibilities, more 
• 
• 
vigilant and more demanding~  _ 
to encourage complementarity between gqvemment and civil society in a climate 
of dialogue and negotiation, the aim *ing to overcome the antagonisms that 
have dominated the past decades~  . 
to bring about a shift away from a culturtt~f violence and towards one of peace, 
away from a culture of confrontation ~d  towards one of negotiation. 
These  objectives  inform  operations  finutted  under  the  budget  heading  for 
democratization and human rights in Latin Amerii, set up at the instigation of  Parliament 
in 1990.  They were initially confined to  Centrfl America and Chile, but now extend 
through the whole of South America.  In the pe4Pd 1990-95  a_ total of ECU 72 million 
was spent on 328 projects.  ' 
Budget remark  on  heading B7-5240  concemini grants for  certain  activities  pursuing 
human rights objectives.  ' 
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In 1995 77 projects received Community funding.  The bulk went to Latin American 
institutio~s. half of them governmental and half non-governmental, both  national  and 
regional, and international organizations conducting human rights activities in the region. 
7 
NGOs have not been the sole beneficiaries of Community  support:  funding  has been 
provided for· other schemes  proposed  by  entities  of civil  society  (local  government, 
cooperatives, diverse associations etc.).  Support has also been given to rtew prosecution 
services in Guatemala and Honduras and a series of  operations to combat immunity from 
prosecution, back penal  reform, foster equal  access to justice for all, train judges and 
court staff and help set up  bodies to supervise the judiciary.  At continental level, the 
Inter-American Court of Human Rights has received Community aid,  as have schemes 
aimed  at developing  legal  assistance  for  organizations  having  recourse  to  the  Inter-
American system for the protection of human ·rights.  A total of ECU 2 195  500  was 
spent on 12 operations. Other operations included training and improving conditions in 
both adult and juvenile detention centres in Venezuela and Guatemala 
One approach has been to support the efforts of  Latin American governments to bring 
the security and armed forces under effective civilian control and to separate the roles of 
these institutions in  a democratic state.  The Community  has backed projects to  train 
armed forces in Central America, the Andes, Paraguay and Peru in the field of human 
rights  and the rule of law.  Financial  and  technical  assistance  was  also  provided for 
similar schemes for El Salvador's police force. 
In 1995 the Community budget continued to back the development of the institution 
of  human rights prosecutors in El Salvador; Guatemala, Colombia and Costa Rica and its 
creation in Panama and Nicaragua.  This support helps guarantee the institution's crucial 
independence and the decentralization needed to extend the scope of its activities.  It also 
includes training for the institution's staff. 
The multiannual programme to promote human rights in Central America, which got 
under way in 1992, warrants special attention for the way it cements a partnership in the 
area of human rights and, more specifically, projects to provide legal assistance, support 
for the judiciary and training for target groups, among them members of the police and 
armed forces most involv~d in the consolidation.of democracy. 
Support  for  the  electoral  process  has  covered  not  only  the  conduct  of specific 
elections but operations to educate young people in this act of citizenship.  Funding has 
also  been granted for the  modernization of political  parties to  foster  consultation  and 
negotiation. 
Note also  the specific Community support for projects in  Chile and  Argentina to 
provide  medical  and  psychological  care  for  victims· of torture  and  other  forms  of 
inhumane and degrading treatment.  These activities are carried out in specialized centres 
and also  include research into the treatment of victims and the psychosocial effects of 
torture on individuals and society as a whole. 
Some Caribbean countries, in particular Haiti, are covered by other budget headings, in 
particular B7-522.  · 
33 2.3  Central  and  Eutem  Europe,  the  Collllll'f"ealtb  of Independent  StaRs  and 
Mon1olia  r 
j: 
The Democracy  programme  laWlched  in I9i on  a  pilot  basis  Wider  the  Phare 
programme is aimed at encouraging the consolidajon of democratic societies governed 
by the fundamental principles of  the rule of  law in Oentral and Eastern Europe.  Extended 
to the countries of the Commonwealth of lndepenint States (CIS) and Mongolia Wider 
the Tacis programme  in  1993, it focuses on:  ; 
- teaching politicians representing different $ties (deputies and elected local and 
regional representatives) and parliamentary staff tJt rules and methods of  parliamentary 
practice and organization;  l 
reinforcing NGOs and associations which, ..  their nature and specific activities, 
can make an ongoing contribution to the promotic:tl of a pluralist democratic society; 
the  transfer  of specific  know-how  and  telmical skills  relating  to  democratic 
practices and the rule of law to  professional  bocf,es  and associations in the coWttries 
concerned.  i 
i 
Strengthening  civil  society  is  central  to  the tperations conducted in  Central  and 
Eastern Europe.  Seen as  a key to the democratiz4ion process, this area of activity has 
given rise to ·operations to  educate the general P"tlic and target groups in civics, the 
promotion of  forms of local democracy, measures t  make government more transparent 
and the development of  a social partnership betweef all the key players in society.  Many 
schemes  aimed  at or involving  chambers of coztnerce (Slovenia and Russia),  trade 
unions,  associations,· social  organizations  link  •  democratization  process  and  the. 
transition to a market economy, underscoring aspect  related to the common responsibility 
of  all social forces, institutionai and otherwise.  An lctive partnership with NGOs permits 
the CommWlity to  make a practical contribution +  pluralism and the establishment of 
genuine democratic citizenship.  " 
Many schemes pursued equal opportunities, pfticularly for women.  The emphasis 
was  on  increasing  their  involvement  in  civilJ; social  and  political  life  through 
predominantly educational projects designed to pnjnote their role, capacity to organize 
and integration into the social fabric.  }.  _ 
The issue of national minorities lay at the rootJ)f a variety of operations.  Particular 
attention was acco.rded to fostering dialogue betweln the authorities and representatives 
of minorities in  the interests of negotiation  and cfnciliation.  Stimulating cooperation 
networks at local and regional level is also imporf,nt.  The chief means employed are 
education,  developing awareness  and promoting .ethods for  settling  conflict.  Legal 
assistance to  ensure that new legislation  dealing 'fth minorities is consistent with the 
European Convention on Human Rights  ~s likewis; vital. 
The Community  has  also  provided funding ftr  projects to  rehabilitate victims of 
torture  and  research  and  increase  public  aware*lt of  issue  in  Slovenia,  Albania, 
Romania and the Baltic states.  : 
~-
2.4  Fonner Yugoslavia (except Slovenia) 
34 Chapter  B7-52  provided  ECU 6.5  million  towards  the  peace  process  and  the 
promotion of human rights in the Former Yugoslav republics. 
Priority  was  accorded to  supporting the media, primarily through the purchase of 
equipment and materials.  The aim is to help maintain and consolidate independent media, 
which remain the only  real  forum  for free expression in the region.  It is also vital  to 
provide  access  to  reliable  sources  of information.  This  is  backed  up·  by  training  to 
improve the professional standards of journalists and other media staff  ..  Other projects 
have focused on increasing awareness of  the role of  the media in society, their pluralizing 
function  and their special  responsibility in the democratic development of society  and 
human rights. 
Another line of action has been to reinforce local associations and institutions and 
support local or external schemes to promote multiparty democracy.  In particular this 
involves  supporting  practical  schemes  to  bring  communities  together  and  to  foster 
reconciliation  and  coexistence  between  different  ethnic  groups,  including  schemes 
concerning information and education on human rights and democratic practices. 
The Community budget provides aid for the victims of serious violations of human 
rights or humanitarian law.  Such help consists primarily of support for schemes set up 
on  the  spot  or  in  a  Member  State  by  bodies  and  institutions  specializing  in  the 
psychological,  physical  and  social  treatment of severely  traumatized people.  Special 
attention has been accorded to women victims of sexual violence and children, who have 
been particularly seriously affected by the atrocities committed.  Almost ECU 1. 5 million 
has been spent on measures of this kind. 
2.5  Tumey 
There  is  a  special  budget  heading  for  the  promotion  of  human  rights  and 
strengthening the rule of law in Turkey.  Most of  the projects backed involve training and 
raising awareness.  Targeted on  court staff, lawyers and other legal professionals, they 
also  provide for  the  development of practiclil  teaching  reflecting  the  realities  on  the 
ground.  Associations being thin on the ground in Turkey, an  effort has been made to 
reinforce  Turkish  NGOs,  in  particular by  enabling  them  to  take  part  in  international 
human rights  conferences and make study  visits to  similar organizations abroad.  This 
support is combined with activities aimed at disseminating sound information on human 
rights and training primary schoolteachers. 
Community aid also goes to schemes aimed at providing psychosocial assistance to 
women victims of violence.  This assistance is backed up by measures to increase pub1ic 
awareness of the  issue.  Another project involves training  medical  experts working  in 
particularly difficult conditions, especially in south-eastern Anatolia. 
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B.  PROCEDURAL  ASPECI'S  OF  THE- IY~N_CING OF  ACI1VD'IES  TO 
PROMOTE HUMAN RIGII'IS AND D~CY 
T-
~'" 
The creation of Chapter B7-52 in 1994 at Parliamts initiative has helped to highlight 
the dimension human rights have assumed in  Co  _- unity  policies since the entry into 
force of the Maastricht Treaty.  Parliament wantecito ensure consistent and transparent 
management of  expenditure on the promotion of  huian rights and democracy outside the 
Community.  In  1995  the  Chapter contained eighibudget headings covering different 
subjects or geographical areas and the upwards treJt in funding continued. 
:l 
The budget headings of Chapter B7-52  are subjeci to  special provisions to  ensure the 
coordination, transparency and effectiveness of inif-tives. 
I.  Coordination 
The  inter-departmental Human Rights Coordinatorioroup was set up in 1991  to concert 
the efforts of the various Commission departments ttvolved in the promotion of human 
rights  and  democracy  within  and  without the  Co.munity. The  Group  has  laid down 
guidelines  and  identified  references  and  commorf criteria  for  selecting  projects  and 
harmonizing  procedures  under these headings.  'Ije budget implementing Regulation 
specifies that "proposals shall be drawn up on the bfsis of  guidelines and criteria defined 
by the permanent inter-departmental  Human Righ~oordination Group (No 52)" .  The 
meetings of the Group are also a means for disse.pinating information about positions 
adopted by the Community in international regiontj: forums. 
~: 
Administrators  of these  Chapter  headings  can  co~ult each  other  in  ad  hoc  working 
parties set up for each project once the opinion of te  other departments concerned and, 
where applicable, the Delegation, has been obtainedf Any project requires a Commission 
decision, prior to which there is. a written procedure@uring which the agreement of  those 
administrating budget headings in this Chapter, the :Jegal Service, DG XIX (Budget) and 
DG XX (Financial Control) is obtained. 
8 
: , 
2.  Transparency 
~ 
There are a number of different reports each year onjhe use of  these appropriations.  This 
subject  area  is  dealt  with  horizontally  in  specifit reports  on  the  implementation  of 
operations to promote human rights and democrati$ion (1992-93 and 1994) and on the 
implementation of the resolution of 28 November :J91 of the Council and the Member 
States meeting within the Council on human rightsjdemocracy and development (1992, 
1993  and  1994).  The General Report on  the actifities of the European  Communities 
gives an overall picture of the implementation of blitget headings.  In addition, there are 
reports on the use of individual Chapter B7-52 he.ngs  . 
... 
The Member of the Commission responsible for hetdings B7-5240 and B7-5270 reports 
on them to Parliament and to the relevant parliamen~  committees.  Parliament also gets 
1  '. 
Apart from the microprojects component of the P.e  democracy programme, which is 
administered directly by  the Delegations without Ei'written procedure being required. 
36 
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~-information via the Commission's answers to written and oral questions. 
The Commission has also made an effort to provide non-governmental organizations with 
more information on the sources of Community fmancing in this field, the main source 
of information· being the "Digest of Community resources  available for the financing of 
NGO  activities". 
9  The  number  of NGO  representatives  visiting  the  Commission 
departments concerned to get the information they need is also rising every year. 
3.  Effectiveness 
The effectiveness of efforts to promote human rights and democratization depend on the 
quality of the projects.  It is  also  closely  related to  the establishment of an open and 
constructive partnership with international and regional organizations. 
•  Identification of recipients and projects 
Recipients may  by  public institutions, international or regional organizations, NGOs or 
other types of voluntary association.  Most budget headings do not exclude any category 
of recipient but those for Tacis and Phare place priority on cooperation between NGOs 
of the EU and the recipient countries. 
The  two  ways  of selecting  candidates  - calls  for  proposals  under  the  Phare- and 
Tacis-Democracy  programmes and spontaneous applications for financing  under other 
headings - remain broadly the same. 
More dialogue with applicants on the formulation of requests has helped identify projects 
that match the applicant's objectives with the priorities of  the Community.  This ongoing 
dialogue provides the Commission with the information needed to check in advance on 
the reliability of the applicant organizations and the feasibility of their proposed projects 
in terms of their capacity to carry them out.  It. also enables the Commission to become 
better acquainted with the NGOs and their constraints, needs  and priorities thanks to the 
ever  increasing  number  of visits  of NGO  representatives  (not  necessarily  already  in 
receipt of a grant) to the Commission departnients concerned.  This has led to a flexible 
form of partnership which does not depend on the status of the NGO as is the case with 
the UN and the Council of Europe.  The procedure is not, however, satisfactory in terms 
of the visibility of Community aid. 
Selection through calls for proposals has the advantage of transparency and some degree 
of visibility.  The drawback is a lack of flexibility which means that some of the funds 
are earmarked for ad hoc operations with objectives laid down by the Commission on the 
basis of  EU political priorities and some for projects costing less than ECU 10 000, which 
are  carried out under the  supervision of the Delegation  by  local  NGOs of the  Phare 
recipient countries with no requirement to  have a partner organization. 
The desire to become better acquainted with the reality on the ground so as to ensure that 
proposed operations are pertinent in the local context has inspired a pro-active approach 
9  April  1995  edition (VTII/222/95-EN). 
37 and this has led to the first missions of independe.j experts with the job of  identify new 
areas  of activity  for  the  Commission (examples !ling Ethiopia,  Cambodia and Haiti). 
Such  missions  may  involve  evaluation  of projeits  that  have  already  been  granted 
Community  aid.  Also  worth  noting  are  the  pr.minary operations  with  a  view  to 
electoral  assistance,  which  are  preparatory  missicis are  sent  at a very  early  stage to 
identify requirements and establish a plan of acti. 
•  Monitoring and evaluation of projects 
·During implementation 
A special effort has been made to improve the monioring of  projects at all stages, mainly 
by  carrying  out  ongoing  evaluations  based  on  -~~becks  on  organizations  in  receipt 
Community grants. 
Independent consultants and agencies have been cjJled in to evaluate certain groups of 
projects  under  some  of these  budget  headings,  lnd, via  the  delegations,  carry  out 
documentary  and  on-the-spot  checks.  Evaluatiot of the  work  of European  centres 
specializing  in  the  rehabilitation  of torture  victi. required  consultation  of medical 
experts.  The European Human Rights FoundationJwhich manages macroprojects under 
the  Phare-democracy  and  Tacis-democracy  prog~es. has  also  been  involved  in 
monitoring  project  implementation.  It is  a partietarly complex task  in  view of the 
partnership structure required by  the Democracy ~gramme  and the cofinancing rules. 
Retrospective 
All recipients have to submit a report on work carritd out and project expenditure before 
the project can be closed.  The reports are consideted with reference to the initial work 
plan, objectives and budget and taking account of). number of factors such as its cost-
effectiveness, multiplier effect "and the visibility oft¢ommunity aid. If any irregularities 
are  found  which  the  organization  cannot  ac~unt\for, a mission  may  be sent  by  the 
Commission department  concerned or Financial q.ntrol and/or the Court of Auditors. 
In  May  1995  the  German  Development  Institutt published  its  final  report  on  the 
"Evaluation of positive measures to promote hum~right&  and democracy in developing 
countries".  The aim of  this exercise was to increase .e  impact ofEU-financed operations 
concerning human rights and democracy.  The repo ..  s recommendations and conclusions 
emphasized the following: 
the objectives set out in the applications for 4nancing were as a rule achieved: the 
choice of contractors had been ~  importantfactor in ensuring the effectiveness 
of many  projects and a good allocation of r!sources; 
the adoption of measures, both  administrativ~ (simplification of procedures, more 
in-house  expertise,  better coordination and larmonization of operations and the 
like)  and  strategic  (more  consistency,  bett4r  choice  of priorities  for  the  local 
context  and  greater  synergy  by  grouping  jrojects,  etc.)  likely  to  increase  the 
impact of operations. 
38 •  Relations with international and regional organizations 
The  effectiveness  of  the  Community's  operations  also  depends  on  an  open  and 
constructive partnership with international organizations, such as the UN Human Rights 
Centre, and regional bodies (the Council of Europe, the Organization on Security  and 
Cooperation in Europe, the Organization of American  States and the Organization of 
African  Unity).  These  partnerships  heighten  the  impact  of operations  thanks  to  an 
approach based on the criteria of subsidiarity, effectiveness, visibility, complementarity 
and transparency. 
Definitions: 
- ,-- Subsidiarity: Community aid should normally focus on areas not covered by other 
organizations  but it may  make  a  contribution  to  specific operations  reflecting 
shared priorities; 
Effectiveness: Community aid should engender synergy with other initiatives~ 
Vi~ibility: by adding these specific headings to the Community budget Parliament 
obviously wanted show what the European Union was doing for human rights and 
such operations should therefore be clearly identifiable as EU initiatives; 
Complementarity: where the circumstances warrant (see above), Community aid 
should complement other organizations' initiatives as long as Community budget 
rules are complied with; 
Transparency: whatever funds are used (Chapter B7-70 budget headings, financial 
and technical assistance appropriations, plus Lome and social funding), they must 
be used in accordance with the budget prQcedures provided for in the Treaty, the 
Financial Regulations, Council Directives and internal implementing rules.  The 
procedures vary according to the budget heading concerned; for instance, in the 
case of financial  and technical  assistance the initiative comes from  the country 
concerned but the human rights headings (Phare- and Tacis-Democracy) are, for 
historical reasons, subject to  a tendering procedure.  Other human-rights related 
headings may  be used directly by  Commission decision on a formal application 
for  grant  aid.  The  procedures  governing  these  financial  instruments  often 
determine the type of recipient since the rules confine access to  NGOs in some 
cases.  In the instinifional framework procedures vary according to the operation 
envisaged,  for  example  joint  CFSP  action  prefigures  the  use  of  budget 
appropriations for that pu.rpose. 
Relations with partners are also influenced by other considerations: 
economic:  it is difficult to agree to an administrative surcharge of 13% for every 
project of a UN agency; 
those  based  on  previous  experiences:  e.g.  the  good  experiences  with  the 
international tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda and he difficulties 
encountered with the observer missions to Rwanda and Burundi. 
To  sum  up,  the  European  Community  presents  itself to  international  and  regional 
organizations not as a mere donor but as a partner in the establishment of a human rights 
policy, as set out in the Commission's communication of 22 November 1995. 
39 CONCLUSIONS 
The ever increasing range of financial resources ..  ailable for human rights projects has 
widened the scope of action both geographically itd in terms of what can· be done.  At 
this stage, and in view of the difficulties inherent Jn coordinating such an extended field 
of action and the evolving requirements of activifes to promote human rights, it would 
be advisable to see to what extent these resour~~ll  enable us to act effectively in the 
medium and long term, react to emergencies and elsure the necessary consistency, impact 
and visibility. 
Good progress has been made not only in promotilg a pro-active approach in the various 
procedures and improving evaluation techniques ttiored to human rights projects but also 




Closer cooperation with international and a;lmonal organizations that promote and 
protect human rights: dialogue with the ~  the OSCE and the Council of Europe 
has been stepped up and this has been tr81J1lated into operational collaboration in 
the form of  complementary operations that lraw on each orgalrization's experience 
and expertise and prevent overlaps or conflicts. 
10  This has also helped bring about 
a  greater  continuity  between  the  Commiloity's  positions  in  international  and 
regional forums and operational  activities.~ 
Incentives: the incentive amounts formula .eluded in the revised Lome IV makes 
available resources for institutional and ac:IJtinistrative reforms as long as the ACP 
State concerned has already decided to fiit;nce such reforms with Lome funding 
earmarked  for  development  projects.  11is  formula  is  part  of the  "positive 
approach" outlined in the resolution on hun1an rights, democracy and development.· 
Making  instruments  more  comolementiJv  and  ensuring  continuitv:  some 
Chapter B7-52 headings have been conceijfed as a way of initiating or acting as 
a catalyst for new projects, meaning that a lj.erarchy of instruments is taking form. 
Innovatory projects which are aided on a sillall scale under specific headings can 
later be developed, if the results are satisfjttory, on a larger scale with technical 
assistance  or  development  funding.  Tlie  rules  on  technical  assistance  and 
development cooperation provide for con.uity of action in a geographical area 
thanks to multiannual programmes. 
These efforts have not yet produced notable resllts, mainly  because of the lack of an 
overall  strategy  for  the  use  of financial  resoiarces  to  promote  human  rights  and 
democracy.  This is why the Commission has etnlfarked on an overview of work in this 
field which, following an outline of what has  alr~y been achieved, sets out guidelines 
for  all  aspects of these efforts to  ensure consistecy. effectiveness and visibility.  The 
documents sets out the  following  proposals to  el-sure the optimal  use of the financial 
1°  Close operational relations have been e~shed  with the UN High Commissioner 
for  Refugees,  the  Geneva  Human  Rights  centrtt  the  OSCE's  Office  for  Democratic 
Institutions and Human.Rights and the High CoJIImissioner on National Minorities, the 
Council of Europe and the European Commissio• for Democracy through Law. 









Better appreciation at all levels of the specific nature of human rights activities  . 
the  characteristics  of the  recipients  (above  all  the  fact  that  their  work  is 
non-profit  making),  which  should  be  taken  into  account  throughout  the 
budgetary procedure (selection, grants of funds, evaluation, payments); 
the need to differentiate between short-term operations calling for immediately 
available funding  and medium- to long-term operations calling for continuity 
of funding beyond one financial year. 
Dovetail the use of different types of instrument in order to  avoid overlaps and 
provide  the  necessary  continuity  and  impact  (the  corollary  being  that  a 
proliferation of  budget headings with the same general wording about human rights 
but referring to different geographical' areas should be avoided).  For instance, each 
pr.oject  could also  be assessed in  terms of the  likelihood of its attracting other 
funding, especially in cases where complementary operations are needed to achieve 
its objectives. 
Develop incentives to enhance the impact of such initiatives, one possibility being 
to  extend  the  idea of incentive  amounts  outside  the  framework  of the  Lome 
Convention. 
Better linkage between the thematic and geographical approaches would improve 
intervention capacity in situations where a speedy response is required. 
Enlarge  expertise on various aspects of human  rights  and  increase  capacity  to 
initiate  actions  thanks  to  better  knowledge  of the  specific  requirements  and 
features of the countries or areas in question. 
Ensure that information is accessible and that institutional guidelines are taken into 
account  in  establi~hing  operational  priorities,  in  particular  by  promoting  a 
constructive dialogpe with  ~arliament. 
Enhance the continuity between action at Member State and Community levels by 
promoting a regular exchange of information with the Member States. 
Increase synergies with international and regional organizations by medium- and 
long-term programming of priority  activities to  be implemented jointly and  by 
developing a capacity to handle one-off operations. 
41 ANNEX 1-
BUDGET HEADINGS AND O'I1IER JINANCIAL RFSOURCES 
FOR FINANCING 1HE PROMOTION OF ~N  RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY 
A.  Budget  headings  specific  to  the  promoticla  of human  rights  and  democracy: 
Chaoter B7-52 "European Initiative for Dedpcracy and tbe·Protection of  Human 
Rights" 
This chapter was created in 1994 at Parliament's iJiitiative (resolution of 14 May 1992). 
It covers all Community budget headings specific 1o the promotion of  human rights and 
democratic principles.  This rearrangement was cariied out in order to make Community 
aid in this field more coherent and transparent ancfalso reflects the new responsibilities 
provided for in the Treaty on European Union ~  some structural changes within the 
Community  institutions.  The  total  amount  ~  these  appropriations  in  1995  -
ECU 75,960 million as against ECU 59,1million •  1994 - confirms the trend towards 
allocating more budgetary resources for the defen($ and promotion of human rights and 
democracy.  These resources are given priority in jhe report. 
B7-520  Supoort for democracy in Che  countries If  central and eagm Eumoe apd in 
the Balkans (B7-5200 + B7-5201) 
1.  B7-5200  Phare programme  fod.~mocracy 
1994 appropriation  ECU )o ooo ooo
1 
~ 
1994 commitments  Ecu jo.ooo.ooo 
~ 
1995  appropriation  ECU 10 000 000 
1995 commitments  ECU tO 000 000 
-
1995 commitments  ECU '0 000 000 
-
Budget remark  ~ 
The Phare programme for democracy supports the 4evelopment of democracy and of the 
rule  of law and  the  development of civil  socie~  in countries of central  and  eastern 
Europe.  . 
This  appropriation  can  be  used  to  support  meas  ...  es  taken  by  women's  associations 
actively  campaigning for the restoration of democt'acy  in civil  life in the  c~untries of 
central and eastern Europe. 
Of which ECU  5 million under Chapter B0-40. 
42 2.  87-5201  Community meuures to  help democmcy md support the 
peace process for Cbe  Republics formerly part of Yuaoslavia 
1994 appropriation  ECU S 000 000
2 
1994 commitments  ECU 4 887 000 
199S appropriation  ECU S 000 000 
199S commitments  ECU s ooo 000 
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to cover the financing of measures to support the peace 
process, calm tensions and develop democracy, by, among other measures, the promotion 
of free and independent media in the Republics formerly part of Yugoslavia (Slovenia, 
Croatia, Serbia, Montenegro, FYROM, Bosnia-Herzegovina). 
Part of  this appropriation should be utilized for action in favour of inter-ethnic dialogue, 
the ~ediB, women, democratic groups, press freedom and support for most vulnerable 
groups. 
Funding under this item is intended exclusively for operations relating to democratization 
and respect for human rights. 
3.  Support for democracy in the Independent StaRs of the fonner Soviet Union 
1994 appropriation  ECU 10 000 000
3 
1994  commitments  ECU 10.000.000 
199S appropriation  ECU 10 000 000 
199S commitments  ECU  10.000.000 
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to cover the implementation of a programme to  support 
democracy and the rule of law and to develop civil society in the Independent States of 
the former Soviet Union.  It cpmes from the Tacis programme (technical assistance to the 
Commonwealth of Independent States and Georgia). 
2  or  which ECU 1 million (trmafer) 
or  which ECU '  million wder OJ..,ter B0-40. 
43 4.  87-5220  Human riahes and de ..  cracy ia dae developlna countries 
1994 appropriation  ECU 14 000 000 
1994 commitments  ECU ¥000 000 
1995 appropriation  ECU jg 000 000 
1995 commitments  ECU t  978 243 
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to cover support for orfrations promoting human rights and 
democracy  in  strict  association  with  the  developQient  policies of the  Community  in 
developing countries, including those on the southein shore of the Mediterranean. 
It also covers the fmancing of the European Centrafor Democracy and Human Rights, 
support for the rights of minorities and vulnerable .-oups and the provision of technical 
expertise on issues related to electoral processes, gtod governance, the rule of law and 
the respect of human rights. 
5.  87-5230  Democratization proc ... ia Latin America 
" 
1994 appropriation  ECU 13  000 000 
1994 commitments  ECU 12 999 978 
1995 appropriation  ECU l4 000 000 
' 
1995 commitments  ECU. 000 000 
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to cover the financinJI,of special activities to c6ntribute to 
the process of democratization in Latin America, in4,1luding Haiti and Cuba, particularly 
in assisting the reintegration into civilian life of  th~  who have fought in civil wars in 
Central America. 
It may  also be used to  support democratically elecied authorities which have been the 
victims of coup attempts, and which retain the conf1dence of the European Community. 
Also charged to  this article is support for funding the activities of the Latin American 
Parliament in the context of the agreements with die European Parliament. 
This  article  also  covers  expenditure  on  studies, jmeetings  of experts,  conferences, 
congresses,  information  and  publications  directly  ~ked with  the  achievement of the 
objective of the measure of which they form  an int.ral part; this excludes expenditure 
involved  in  the  management  of these  measures ~or  in  general  administration  (see 
Commission communication of 22 April  1992). 
44 87-514  01her meastRs to promoa buman ri&b11 
(B?-5240 + B?-5241) 
6.  87-5240  Subsidies for cenain activities  of OIJanizations  punuiq 
buman rl&b11  objectives 
1994 appropriation  ECU 5 000 000 
1994 commitments  ECU 5 000 000 
1995 appropriation  ECU 5 500 000 
1995 commitments  ECU 5 490 000 
Budget remark 
This  appropriation  is  intended  to  cover  the  grant  of aid  to  organizations  pursuing 
humanitarian aims  and promoting human rights,  such as the European Human Rights 
Foundation and the European Foundation for Freedom of Expression. 
It also covers the administrative costs resulting from the administration of this item and 
the inspection of projects which have received grants. 
This aid is allocated for projects to be undertaken in non-Community states (developing 
countries,  central  and  eastern  European  countries  and  others),  as  well  as  in  the 
Community in the form of grants to: 
promote Community  and international initiatives aimed at  abolishing the death 
penalty in all countries by the year 2000, 
support rehabilitation centres for torture victims and other organizations offering 
concrete help to victims of human rights abuses which should continue to receive 
the same proportion of funding from the item as has been the case in the past, 
train people who  are  called  upon  to  teach  others  about human· rights  (judges, 
lawyers, civil servants, those responsible for the training of police and security 
forces, teachers, etc.), 
reinforce respect for the rights of the child and bring assistance to children who 
are victims of human rights violations, 
promote training with organizations specializing in the defence of human rights, 
support the observation of prisons at international level and the publication of the 
reports produced, 
promote the protection of human rights in countries where there is soon to be a 
ch&.Qge of sovereignty. 
Priority  is  accorded to  projects  offering  concrete  and  direct aid.  Projects  concerning 
research and academic seminars of particular merit are taken into consideration in so far 
as is possible. 
ECU 250 000  IS  introduced  to  support  the  activities  of  the  International  Prison 
Observatory, 
45 Also  charged  to  this  item  are  subsidies to orgmiptions devoted  to  the  protection of 
human rights, such as the European Human Rightji Foundation. 
ECU 200 000 is intended for the European Founcltion for Free Speech. 
r 
7.  87-5141  Aid  by  the  Euro ... Union  for  non-aovemmental 
oraanizations world~~& to  defence md proai*' human riahm in Tultey 
1994 appropriation  ECU~OO  000 
'! 
1994 commitments  ECUI$00 000 
::-; 
1995 appropriation  ECUi$00 000  ,_ 
~ 
1995  commitments  ECU!413  000 
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to cover Community lid to non-governmental organizations 
working for the defence and promotion of  _human 9ights in Turkey. 
) 
.8.  87-5270  Supportforrehabilitalon centiU fortol'tuft victims and for 
organizations offerina concre*' help to victi- of human riahm abuJes 
1994 appropriation 
;: 
ECU~  000 000 
1994 commitments  ECUI 000 000 
1995 appropriation  ECUJ 000 000 
1995 commitments  .  ECUI 000 000 
Budget remark 
No remark. 
46 B.  Summary list of  other budget resources available for promoting human rights and 
democracy 
Oulpfer 87-30 





1995  ~mmitments 
Budget remark 
Coopendion with Asian  and  Latin American developing 
countries 
Aid towanls  self-sufficiency  for  ~fuaees and  displaced 
ECU 60 000 000 
ECU 59 831  000 
ECU 70 900 000 
ECU 69 898 000 
This  appropriation  is intended  to  cover measures  to  promote the  self-sufficiency  of 
refugees, displaced persons and other population groups, which have left their country of 
origin or residence because of fighting, lack of security or other man-made crises. 
In addition,  it may  be  used  to' support measures  to  make  survival,  repatriation  and 
resettlement possible.  In particular, the aid may be extended to cover the local population 
in the host countries and countries of origin , where economic conditions so require.  It 
may also be used, if necessary, to support actions aimed at the prevention of  population 
displacement. 
These  measures  may  be  financed  jointly  with  non-governmental  organizations  and 
international organizations. 
This appropriation alsO ·coyers expenditure on studies, coordination in the field, meetings 
of experts, conferences, congresses,.information and publications directly linked with the 
achievement of the objective of the measure of which they form  an integral part; this 
excludes  expenditure  involved. in  the  management  of these  measures  or  in  general 
administration (Commission communication of 22 April 1992). 
47 Oulpter 87-21  Humanifarian aid 
~. 
2.  87-210, 87-211, 87-214, 87-215, 87  .. 211 and 87-219 
1994 appropriation  ECV 500 159 000 
1994 commitments  BC1J 499 315 000 
1995 appropriation  ECt1642 5()0 000 
1995  commitments  EC$ 641. 927 000 
..  0 
These budget headings are managed by the Eur"'ean Community Humanitarian Office 
(ECHO) and are intended to  cover the financint of humanitarian relief operations for 
people of non-member countries hit by natural 4isasters or events  wbic~ have major 
economic  and  social  repercussions.  The  aid  it granted  without  distinction  of race, 
religion or politics.  It takes the form of  medic~teams, medicines, medical equipment, 
various forms of shelter, foodstuffs, power and ftltl supplies, basic necessities of various 
kinas and cleansing products.  It may also be ustd to finance psychological support for 
victims, measure to rehabilitate the legal system 8lld medical and psychological assistance 
for prisoners. 
Heading B7-217 is targeted at refugees and displiced persons and is designed to tackle 
population movements by assisting repatriation 8.lld resettlement in the country of  origin. 
Chapter 83-41 
3.  83-4110 
1994 appropriation 
1994 commitments 
1995  appropriation 
1995  commitments 
Budget remark 
Social protection Jql freedom of movement 
Free  movement of women, measures  to  benefit miarant 
woabrs, includina hmiarants from ouaide the Union 
~cu  9.2oo.ooo 
ECQ 9.102.000 
ECU 9.599.000 
ECU9 599 000 
In accordance with the provisions of  the social actiDn programme, the Commission grants 
financial aid to democratically run bodies and ass<iciations representing migrant workers, 
including those from outside the Union, or operati.a for their benefit (reception, advisory 
and information services, conferences and debatesgon subjects connected with immigrant 
promotion  schemes  favouring  the  integration  aiid  participation  of migrant  workers, 
including  immigrants  from  outside  the  Union, in the  various  levels  of social  and 
administrative life in the host countries) and.promDtes measures in favour of  integration, 
including, in areas of  high population density, the wenovation and construction ofhousing 
and the provision of social centres. 
48 In  addition,  at  least  ECU 3  000 000  is  to  be  earmarked  for  measures  and  projects 
covering the care  and integration of migrants from  non-Community  countries and  re-
settlers.  These  measures  and- projects  should  primarily  be  implemented  by 
non-governmental organizations. 
Pursuant to its communication of  9 December 1987 the Commission intends to ensure the 
correct implementation of Article 48(4) of the Treaty  as  regards the  access  to  public 
seivice jobs in sectors considered as priority areas in the Community.  · 
This appropriation will also cover the outstanding commitments in respect of expenditure 
on studies. 
This  item  also  covers  expenditure  on  studies,  meetings  of  experts, · conferences, 
congresses,  information  and publications directly  linked  with  the  achievement of the 
objective or measure of which  they  form  an  integral  part;  this  excludes  expenditure 
involved in the management of  these measures or in general administration (Commission 
communication of 22 April 1992). 
49 4.  BJ-4114  Me•ures to coma.t t1dam, xenophobia ad  •d-semid1m 
11995 appropriation  I  ECU f  400 ooo"  I 
Budget remark 
This action is intended: 
· - to promote cooperation with the various socii institutions that advocate tolerance 
and oppose racial discrimination and x~bic  and anti-semitic situations and 
behaviour, and to finance effective measvreS.in this sphere, 
to launch and develop measures to ensure a ai-bal Union strategy to combat racial 
and xenophobic violence,  -
to launch education campaigns in the serviceSof the national administrations most 
concerned with these phenomena. 
This appropriation  is intended  to cover the financpg of measures to  promote human 
rights and the combating of racism and xenophobi•. 
It breaks down as follows: 
ECU 550  000 is  earmarked for measures  tc:l~combat racism  and xenophobia in 
schools,  " 
ECU 200  000  will  be used for NGOs com ..  ting racism, xenophobia and anti-
semitism,  .· 
ECU  50  000 is  earmarked  for  the Europeai Migration  Network,  covering the 
monthly publication in 'Migration Newssbeef and the french edition (Migrations 
Europe', 
ECU 500 000 will be used to fund a campai• against racism and to highlight the 
economic and cultural importance of fQreignlrs, 
ECU 100 000 will be used to fund a mf)&Slirito combat racism by reminding the 
public of past events,  ·~ · 
ECU 250 000 is allocated to the European <ientre for Research into Racism and 
Anti-Semitism, 
ECU 500 000 is earmarked for measures,  t~be implemented with the European 
Trade Union  Confederation,  designed  to  ccebat xenophobia aimed at migrant 
workers, including migrants from  non-Co~ty  countries, 
ECU 200 000 is earmarked for a study of tii cultural, legal, political and social 
situation of minorities in the European Conutunity and in Europe with a view to 
clamping down on racism and xenophobia hifore it develops. 
4  Of which ECU 2 million (transfer) 
50 Olapter 83-40  Social dialo1ue and employment" 
5.  83-4012  Measures to achieve equality between men and women 
1994 appropriation  ECU 6.  260.  000 
1994 commitments  ECU 6.257.000 
1995 appropriation  ECU 6.420.000 
1995 commitments  ECU 6.  419.  000 
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to finance the implementation of the third programme, in 
particular the networks, local employment initiatives and other activities and projects. 
The Commission contributes to study and information projects in this field conducted by 
national bodies and initiates action in conjunction with the Advisory Committee on Equal 
Opportunities for Women and Men. 
In connection with these measures, the attention of  those who effect the expenditure must 
be drawn to the situation of women who form part of minorities in society. 
Funds  are  also  provided for  action  plans  designed  to  establish  temporary  refuges,  in 
particular for migrant women who are victims of domestic violence. 
This  item  also  covers  expenditure  on  studies,  meetings  of  experts,  conferences, 
congresses,  information  and  publications  directly  linked  with  the  achievement of the 
objective  or measure  of which  they  form  an  integral  part;  this  excludes  expenditure 
involved in the management of  these measures or in general administration (Commission 
communication of 22  April 1992). 
51 OJapU,r A-30  General subsidies 
6.  A-3091  . Women's forum 
-
1994 appropriation  ECU 310 000 
1995 appropriation  ECU 410 000 
-
Budget remark 
This appropriation is intended to enable the Womenli Forum to operate. 
Like the Youth Forum, the Women's Forum or Woaen's Lobby Group has become an 
essential back-up to Community projects aimed at vlomen. 
7.  A-3093  Support for ina,mado  ... non-govemmental  oraanizadons 
worldng for die establishment of an inU,madeal criminal jurisdiction 
~  1995 appropriation  II 
Budget remark (new item) 
This  appropriation  is  intended  to  cover  a  finanpial  contribution  to  international 
non-governmental organizations working for the estabishment of  an international criminal 
jurisdiction. 
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